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.' Million
Youth'
Events Stir
Debate

GA Votes to
Spike Student

Activity Fee
by 80 Percent
Students Demand
List of Allocations

Howard General Assembly Backs
1wo Marches Uniting Black Youth

By APRILL O. TURNER

Hi/{tnn Stqf Writer

By STEVEN M. GRAY and

NATALIE REID
Hilltop Staff Writers
A Federal judge ruled Wednesday that the city of
New York must issue pennits to organizers of the
Million Youth March, allowing Khallid Abdul
Muhammad, the event's leader and the ousted
Nation of Islam spokesman, to hold the event in
Harlem Sept. 5. The ruling dealt a blow to hardfought efforts by the city ·s mayor, Rudolph W.
Giuliani, to block the event or move it to far-flung
sections of the city.
Judge Lewis A. Kaplan ruled that the city's
decision to deny a pennit to the march's organizers was unconstitutional, and rejected the city's
contention that Malcom X Boulevard--where the
march will be beld--could not handle the throngs
of young people expected to attend.
Organizers told the judge this week that they
expected fewer than 175,000 people to attend the
march. That's far fewer than the million youths
they have been expecting.
The two marches aiming to unite scores of black
youths--one in New York, the other in Atlanta-have sparked an intense debate at Howard University and around the nation.
The fust march has been engulfed in controversy that has prompted members of the nation's black
political establishment to condemn it.
See, MARCHES, A2

Campus Plan
Set for Action
By APRILL O. TURNER
Hilltop Staff Writer
1\vo months after the Board of Zoning Adjustment approved the Central Campus Plan, the outline shaping the direction in which the University
will go in the next 10 years, the plan is ready to
begin implementation.
The 1998 Central Campus Plan proposes eleven
projects, only two of which are new building constructions. The remaining projects involve the renovation and reuse of current buildings. The plan
also calls for the demolition of the Women's Gymnasium.
Authors of the Campus Plan, Vice President of
University Ad.ministration Harry Robinson and
Special Assistant for Campus Planning and Development Hazel Edwards, spent a year developing
the plan,U11iverCity 20120.
The Campus Plan, which is done every decade,
includes all upcoming building projects and
facelifts that the University will undergo.
In years past, the majority of Campus Plans were
done by an outside firn1. Robinson and Edwards
are especially proud of this plan since it was the
fust to be done "in-house" since 1934.
It is apparent that a long-standing history and love
for the institution were the driving force that
enabled Robinson and Edwards to create such a
plan.
Robinson, who graduated from Howard in 1966,
served as the Dean of the School of Architecture
and Planning for 15 years. He hold a great family
history at the University. His great-grandfather
taught at Howard more than a century ago. He also
has 29 family members who stretch as far as five
generations and who attended the University.
Edwards class of '86, with advanced degrees in
urban design ·and regional planning from other
institutions, is a fonner student of Robinson's. She
remembers the University from early days when
her mother taught at Howard. Her great-uncle
graduated from the
See, PLAN, A2

Throngs of Howard University students choked The Yard last week during fall registration.

International Students Weigh
the Costs of U.S. Education
By JAMYE E. SPILLER
Hilltop Staff Writer
For many American students, starting
a life at a new college is tough. But for
many international students, the challenge of building a career at a school in
the United States is intensified.
Take Maleuti Mazondc.
1\vo years ago, before transfcring 10
Howard University, Mazonde, 35,
moved from her native Botswana to the
United States, where she spent her fust
year of college studying nursing at the
University of South Carolina.
"It was an agreement between the
government of Botswana and Howard
for me to come here," she said, adding
that although she often recalls her days
back home, she has adjusted to life
here.

The nation's abundance of academic
resources attracted Joseph Nketia, a 26year-old senior accounting major, to the
University. "Howard's very popular
back home," said the Ghana native.
Vata Ngande, a 19-year-old biology
major, moved to the U.S. from her
native Kenya two months ago. Anned
with offers to attend colleges in the
United Kingdom, Kenya and the U.S.,
Ngande said she looked to her family
for help in making the decision.
"My parents told me Howard was a
good school," Ngande said;'TI1ey wanted me to come but they didn't want to
let me go."
"I didn't have problems that were different from anyone else who's adjusting to the school," she said.
As she aims to make the transition
from life in Kenya 10 life in the U.S.,
Ngande says she has begun to notice

the stark differences between the two
societies. "Kenyans are more conservative about a lot of things," she said,
adding that the seperation from her
family has been bard to cope with.
"I'm homesick," she says with a slow
smile. "I miss my parents, my friends,
my brothers and my sister. I miss my
country. I miss the familiarity.''
For Sunidata Gibbs, an 18-year-old
freshman broadcast journalism major,
strong prodding from his mother helped
shape his decision to leave Barbados to
attend the University.
"Howard has one of the better communication schools in America.''
International students make-up roughly
15-percent of the student body, and
come from 109 countries, said the
International Student Services office.

'Mr. Fix-it' Tells His Story
It's also bener, he says, than "slinging grease" on the gri lls of
fast food restauraunts. He did that, too, until joining the University in 1979 as a custodian.
''I can still remember my fist day of work. It was August 26,
Forty-five years young, a salt-and-pepper-haired Melvin 1979;' Anderson said, adding, "I loved the job then just like I
Anderson is what he's always wanted to be: A respected 'Mr. love it now.''
Fix-it' who handles the problems that surface in Drew Hall, a
Although he doesn't complain about it, he admits that people
dormitory housing more than 250 freshmen.
often overlook his job and the importance of it.
Anderson, a North Carolina native, is one . - - - - -- - - - - - , "(The maintenance workers) almost run the
of seven workers charged with maintaining The first in a series dorms, along with the custodians and dorm staff.
the physical structure of the University'sdor- oif occasional arti- Things would be a mess without us,'' be said. "For
mitories.
starters, we have to fix the plumbing, light fixtures
After 19 years of working at Howard, cles about the lives andthedoorjams," Andersonsaid,hisNorthCarAnderson bas cultivated his personality to ifb h · d th
olinian twang still intact.
deal with a wide range of students, and has O e m - e-scenes
But despite the non-existent fanfare aud glamdeveloped an inspiring bond with the resi- workers at Howard our, Anderson says the driving force waking him
dents and staff of Drew Hall.
University.
up each morning are the students-his "cbilOn this day, he bounces from room-todren," be calls them.
room, toting a light-blue bucket topped with
"I've met a lot of students over the years, and
a can ofW.D. 40, hammers and a flashlight.
most of them are really friendly. You really get to
Io another hand, be carries little green report sheets written by know them. I was walking down the street once and saw somestudents who need service done to their room. Today, it's one who said, 'don't I know you?'" Anderson recalled, adding
mostly light bulb changes.
that the man was a student with whom he had worked in 1979.
And as he replaces a florescent desk bulb, Anderson tells his
A stack of books sits atop his desk in his office in Drew Hall's
life story. His work, he says, is time-consuming, and his day basement. They are the books that last year's students left behind
starts with a 6 a.m. hike. "I live for fixing things...it's some- and discarded for trash. Anderson salvaged them, dusted them
thing I've always enjoyed," Anderson said, adding that the job off and lends them to students for free.
beats working on a farm, which he did for years as a young"I try to do my part to help out and that's what's all about,"
ster.
said Anderson.
By JASON T. SMITH
Hilltop Staff Writer

CAMPUS
CHIEF·: New Howard University Chief of
Police Reginald Smith plans to make connec11ons. See , AZ
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LEOROIT: Partnership between the MINORl1Y F.NRQt.LMENT AT BERKELEY: UC REAL Woru.o: Howard freshmen share
University and Fannie Mae aims Berkeley Law School's minority enrollment theirfirstweek'sstories. See, Bl
to spur home development in the risesby20percent. See, AS
Ledroit Park neighborhood.
See, A7

Less than a month after the General
Assembly voted 10 send the Board of
Trustees a reccornendation to raise the
student activity fee by 80 percent, questions have surfaced about the manner
in which the vote was taken, and
whether a rise of such large proportion
is necessary.
During an "emergency" Aug. 10
meeting, the GA approved a measure
to increase the student activity fee from
$75 each year to $135, a difference of
$60 per student If the measure survives
expected scrutiny from the Board of
Trustees, it will mark the most dramatic
increase to the student activity fee since
1969, when a student referendum
passed a measure to raise the fee from
$55 to $65.
In 1987, a student referendum overwhelmingly passed a measure adding
$ 10 more to the activity fee. That measure created the student loan fund.

See,FEE,A2

Phone Strike's
Effects Plagues
Students
By JASON 'J'. SMITH and
APRILL 0. TURNER
Hilltop Staff Writers
It's midnight, and junior nursing
major Marie Bavwidinsi is in dire need
of a telephone to call her boyfriend,
who's in PbiJadelphia and patiently
awaiting her call. In search of a vacant
pay phone, Bavwidinsi, 19, runs from
floor-to-floor in Howard Plaza Towers
West, and finds none.
What she encountered, however,
were throngs of frustrated Howard
Plaza Towers residents who bad filed
into long lines with high-hopes of
using one of the pay phones that are
placed on each floor.
"It is very frustrating," said
Bavwidinsi. ''There arc> lines to use
the phone on every floor, and over
half of the phones don't work anyway."
Weeks after a strike sent scores of
Bell Atlantic employees onto the picket lines, clogging requests for telephone repairs throughout the region,
hundreds of Howard University students continue to experience delays in
receiving new service.
While the strike lasted two days, it
was long enough to stall telephone
rcl'airs in the District, Virginia and
Maryland for weeks. Many students,
upon returning to campus earlier this
month, were horrified after learning
they could not receive service until
early September.
The strike was sparked, at least in
part, by unionist fears that current
Bell Atlantic employees would be
unable to fairly compete for hightechnology jobs within the company,
union officials said. In total, more
than 73,000 Bell Atlantic employees
took to the picket Jines in support of
the strike.
Many Howard students said the
company should have been betterequipped to cope with the strike.
See, PHONE, A2

WEEKEND WEATl-fER
TODAY: Periods of showers under
m~
cloudy skies.
8S HrGH, 71 I I l\\
SATUROAY: Partly cloudy and dry.
90 mmr, 73 1 "'
SUNDAY: Showers and thunderstonns likely

88 HIGH, 69 U7t
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New Chief Plans to Make Connection HUSA Back to
ly if not more.
"During the midnight shift, I
Hilltop Staff Writer
want each campus to be surveyed to
identify any minor malfunctions of
Reginald Smith, a gray-haired technology... meaning the streetman sits sternly behind a pair of lights and porch lights."
thick-lense glasses; deep in conSmith's plans consist of four
versation he retrieves information hour training modules for officers
on a burglary that a student has every pay period in conflict resojust reported. Sunlight streams in lution and handling complaints of
his office from an open window and sexual assaults among others. He
plants spot the room with signs of hopes to enlist the help of his forvitality.
mer family, the metropolitan police
He sits as Howard University's department, to do this.
new campus police chief.
Additionally, creating a grid of
After years of serving D.C. as
the entire campus will be made so
an officer and a captain of the fifth that "officers can see exactly where
District, he retired in February there services are needed."
1998 from the Metropolitan force.
Thirty security officers will be
Now, in his new position, Chief assigned to tours and other faciliSmith plans to reconnect the dubi- ties.
ous and suspicious minds of UniSmith and the Police Departversity students and their leaders ment also have goals to create a betwith the Campus Police Depart- ter degree of access through comment.
puter training schedule. This would
•1 need to change the percep- enable Smith to connect to effition of the police department. .. ciem sources to collect statistics
some of the students' beliefs are and crime trends. He hopes to get
well-founded, but many are dis- more exact information to the offitorted," Smith said. "The purpose cers, making them more effective
of the police department is to pro- with victims.
tect the community.... and serve
Smith knows what it is like to
and I plan to espouse, drive and be a student and a police officer. He
enforce that every time.•
hopes to salvage the communicaIn order to change these per- tion between them.
ceptions Smith is reorganizing varA native of the district, Smith
ious security functions, particular- graduated from Washington's Eastly the lack of officers in the ern High School and later from
residence dorms.
.
American University. In the 1960s
"I plan to reassign officers to he became an entrepreneur owning
the dorms ... some dorms won't his own electronics repair shop.
have officers around the clock; However, an incident with a rude
however, there will be an officer in police officer during a traffic stop
each dorm at some time," Smith prompted Smith to become a police
said.
officer.
Hilltop Staff/EDOUARD LENEUS
Concerning the blue light sys"We're going to learn to treat
Howard University Chief of Police Reginald Smith plans to unite stu•
tem, Smith said that the efficiency each other with dignity and dents, faculty and police department.
of the system will be checked week- respect,• he said. "I wont tolerate the abuse of students or officers, and l feel very deeply about this."
By ENJOLI FRANCIS

-----

Judge Allows Harlem Million Youth March
MARCHES,from Al
The second march, which is being organized
by a group of college-age activists, is scheduled for the same Labor Day weekend in
Atlanta, and has captured the support of an odd
mix of groups that includes the National Association for the Advancement of Co1ored People, the National Urban League and the Nation
of Islam.
While organizers of both marches are
demanding that U.S. and European governments pay reparations to its citizens of African
descent for atrocities committed during the
Atlantic Slave Tude,the first march is urging
Blacks to seek dual citizenship with several
African nations, such as Gambia, said Malik
Zulu Shabazz, the event's national coordinator.
In 1994, as a Howard University law student,
Shabazz, now a Washington attorney and city
council candidate, led a round of on-campus
rallies that were denounced as anti-Semitic.
Muhammad, too, has been accused of antiSemitism. In recent years, Muhammad has
traveled to colleges around the nation, including Howard, where he as delivered fiery
speeches in which he has attacked, among

other groups, Jews, Catholics and gays.
But many of Harlem's elected officials, citing fears that Muhammad's verbal clashes
with New York Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani are
setting the stage for violent confrontations
between potential participants and the city's
police force, say an overwhelming majority of
the community's residents support the idea of
uniting one million youths, but the raciallycharged rhetoric that's shrouded the planned
event has alienated them.
"It's unfortunate that all of this has diverted
us from the legitimate concerns of the young
people. That's where the focus should be-on
the young people," said Bill Perkins, a Democrat representing Harlem on the City Council.
"I can only prepare for what I see to be an
inevitable clash ...it sounds like war," he said.
''The rhetoric that I hear emanating concerns me. It sets the stage for potential confrontation, which isn't part of a march that
should be about empowerment," said Dennis
M. Walcott, president of the New York Urban
League.
Earlier this month, the Howard University
General Assembly voted to support both the
Million Youth March in New York, and the
Million Youth Movement in Atlanta. But
HUSA president Neville Welch, citing safety

concerns, last week said that no student organization would be attending the event.
Now that kaplan has paved the road for organizers to receive city permits to hold the march
in Harlem, it remains unclear whether HUSA
or any student groups will officially attend
either the New York or Atlanta events._
It remains unclear, however, whether representatives from HUSA will attend the Atlanta
event.
"At this moment, HUSA is not in the business to negotiate with the Million Youth
March," Welch said.
Angelique Scott, an accounting major, said
she supports the march "because it has the ability to bring children closer 10 each other, and
to help them understand each other."
But Anika Richards, a sophomore Bronxnative, said "it's dangerous to have the march
without permission and endanger the lives of
students."
Many observers said the fact that two marches are being held on the same weekend reflects
a classic split in the political fabric of black
America.
"It represents a historic split in the AfricanAmerican community," said Ron Walters, professor of African-American studies at the Uni•
versity of Maryland at College Park.

Questions Raised About Student Activities Fee Vote
FEE.from Al
In both cases, the measures passed
by student referendums were
approved by the Board of Trustees.
The student activities fee is used
to support a wide-range of programs and organizations, funds student government, intramural sports,
as well as The Biso11 Yearbook and
The Hilltop newspaper.
Proponents of the measure estimate that if the University's population remains unchanged over the
next school year, more than
$600,000 will be earned from the
· proposed increase.
Even though the proposed
increase, if approved by the Board
of Trustees, will not take place until
next school year, HUSA president
Neville Welch and his current
administration support the increase
for future administrations.
"HUSA needs more money for
programming. There are several
speakers we would like to bring ,
but we can't afford," Welch said,
adding that the University's 152
student organizations received

$25,000 during the 1997-98 academic school year, while organizations at Georgetown University
receive $250,000, he said.
Raymond Archer, the interim vice
president of student affairs, said he
supports the increase because ·a t
current levels, student organizations don't "have the enough
[money] to do all the things a student government is supposed to

do."
Another key supporter of the measure is Jonathan Hutto, the undergraduate trustee and former HUSA
president who, last year, pushed a
measure through the General
Assembly that would have
increased the student activity fee by
100 percent..
"In order for the student government to provide quality representation, programs and activities for
our student body, we must have the
financial independence to do so,"
Hutto said.
"I believe that the administration
and the student leadership should
be interdependently woven in every
facet, except finance."
Not all students are in favor of the

measure.
Take Erick Watson, a sophomore
engineering major who was one of
two General Assembly members
to vote against the student activity
fee-increase.
"Each student organization needs
an increase in funding," he said.
"But before approving an increase
in the student activities fee, there
must .be a thorough investigation of
where our dollars are being spent,"
Watson said.
"Howard students arc often held
from being validated for as little as
a few hundred dollars. The General Assembly should make every
attempt to insure that any additional funds charged to the students are
imperative."
Students who do not have organizational affiliations have conflicting
opinions on the increase.
"Everybody wants to have fun,"
said pharmacy major, Christopher
Roce. "It's just that nobody wants
to pay for it."
Sophomore Kanika Harrold said
a steady key should remain on how
the additional money is allocated if
the Board of Trustees approves the

measure.
"It's ridiculous, we need to make
sure the money is going to the right
place," Harrold said. "Not everyone
can afford extra fees."
The student activity fee was not
the only agenda item during the
special meeting. The General
Assembly voted to support both
the Million Youth Movement in
Atlanta, and the Million Youth
March in New York. The assembly
also recommended that a ceremonia subtitle be attended to street
signs along 6th Street, NW, in honor
of Kwame Ture.
The assembly also voted in favor
of establishing a committee to
revise the new Su dent Code of Conduct, which is scheduled to go
before the Board of Trustees on
Sept. 25.
The assembly turned down a measure that would have created an
"activity hour,''-a s uspension of
classes for one hour each week to
allow student organizations time to
hold meetings, HUSA officials
said.

School, Back to
Business
By RAFIAH DAVIS

Hilltop Staff Writer
Although most Howard University students are becoming
reacquainted with campus after a
'long summer, or seeing it for the
first time, the Howard University
Student Association worked the
entire summer.
"The Firm" administration
used the summer to get a head
start on several of the issues they
promised to address during their
campaign. One important issue
that was addressed this summer
was improving relations between
the student government leaders
and student government organizations.
HUSA sponsored a mixer in
July to give the organizations a
chance to come together and help
alleviate the tension that had
existed between them in previous
years.
Esigie Aguele, HUSA's chief
of staff, thought the mixer was a
big success.
"There were representatives
from organizations such as
African Students Association,
International Student Association,
Undergraduate Student Assembly
and the Graduate Student Assembly," Aguele said. "Now, when
HUSA has a problem, I know that
I can go to the other organizations
for help.
During the mixer, the student
leaders were able to discuss certain topics that affected the student body. Each group assumed a
position on those issues.
"You don' t want to go to the
administration with a problem
and half the student organizations
aren't supporting you," explained
Aguele. "Now, we are supporting
each other and each other's programs."
One thing that Howard students may nQt be as ready to
accept is the increase in the s tudent activity fee. However, HUSA
feels the increase is past due.

HUSA president, Neville
,
Welch, said that the activity fee is:
still low compared to other uni-,
versities.
.
"Our clubs need seed money,•
Welch said. "Last year, they only :
got $50. That's nothing. How can :•
you run programs with only $50 :
for seed money?"
'
On the agenda for this semester is the construction of the Freedom Circle. The circle will be a
reminder to Howard University . ;
students of the struggles that
·
Howard has endured in its history. :
The idea for the Freedom Circle came out of a meeting with
Vice President of University
Administration Harry Robinson.
Initially, HUSA representatives
wanted to name the walkways on
the main yard including naming
Sixth Street after Howard alumni
Kwame Ture, but Robinson
thought a Freedom Circle would : .
be more effective. A circle of
marble slabs, each measuring
about 4 inches by 4 inches will be :
placed in the ground with an
·:
inscription of the names of Black :.
people who are not generally
known, but who bad a large
.
impact on African-American his- ·:
tory.
•
Also on HUSA's agenda for ·
the year is a Black History Month;
award dinner.
Aguele describes it as a din- : :
ner that awards "African Ameri- ,:
cans around the country who have :
been outstanding in their field and ·
helped the advancement of our
people."
Yvette Carnell, financial
adviser of The Firm administration, said the word for the year is
"streamline. " HUSA defines this :
as trying 10 get the most out of
the money it spends this year.
.
"This summer, we only used .;
the basic staff needed to get our
programs up and running." Carnell said. "We're reall y trying to
s treamline 10 hope fully have a
surplus at the end of the year."

CAMPUS BRIEFS
Annual U.G.S.A. Cruise Set for 1bnight
The Undergraduate Student Assembly will host its annual
midnight cruise aboard the Spirit of Washington tonight from 12
a.m. to 3 a.m. Tickets are $20 and can be purchased from Cramton
Auditorium.

Exchange Allows Students to 1.rade Books
The Howard University Student Association will host a
student book exchange in Cook Hall on Monday. The exchange,
which will open at 5 p.m., will allow students to trade books with
other students. For more information, call HUSA at 806-7007.

Arts and Sciences Student Council to Meet
The College of Arts and Sciences student council will
hold its general body meeting on Tuesday. For more information,
contact the College of Arts and Sciences student council at 8067009.

HUSA Calls for 1bwn Hall Meeting
Aiming to address efforts to revise the Student Code of
Conduct, and the General Assembly's recommendation to raise the
student activity fee by 80 percent, HUSA officials this week called
for an emergency town hall meeting to be held next Wednesday at •
6 p.m. in the Blackburn Auditorium. For more information, contact HUSA at 806-7007.

Rap Session Planned for Meridian Hill Hall
HUSA's annual rap session, "Speak Your Mind," will be
held Thursday at Meridian Hill Hall at 7 p.m. For more information, contact the HUSA at 80.6-7007.

--Compiled by staff writers Aprill Q Tilrner and
Jason T. Smith. Campus Briefs will nm in the Campus section
ofThe Hilltop each week and must be faxed 110 later than 5
p.111. Monday. The Hilltop's fax number is 202-806-4758.
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Freelance writers,
photographers,
cartoonists,
online producers,
page layout designers
Come to The Hilltop's
OPEN HOUSE on
Thursday, September 3rd i
the Bethune Annex
Conference Room@ 7:00 p.m.
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Find out how you can join
the nation's ·largest
black collegiate newspaper.
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Long oo byes 1n the
'Off-to-campus Experience'
know I'm coming home."

week separation, due 10 camp, 1he two conti nue
10 share a special bond. Karla said as she looked
at her mother, ''I'll miss the closeness. We have
a mental connection."
Serita Lockard, 46, from De1roi1 plans to visit
during homecoming and maybe on long weekends, but not 100 often because of the dis1ance
and expenses of traveling.
"I'm going to be by myself, it's very sad and a
little frightening." Lockard said that trying to let
her daughter be independent is 1he reason for 1101
visiting too often.
Whi le her mother banles with allowing her
daughter to become more independent, Karla
hopes for greater self-discipline.
'The main 1hing is being able to control myself.
I procrastinate."
Serita and Karla are not alone in faci ng these
concerns of independence and growth.
Long good-byes and even longer dis1ances
will continue to separate parents from their children as long as school years begin. For these parents, ii is a closing, but for students, a new
beginnLng toward an unforgellable experience.

- --.:B:-y-J7 A:-:-M:-:Y""E""'E"".""S"'P"'IL,..L
..-..E"'R""a_n_d.----- Jean Price, of Atlanta, also expresses her "offLYNN SIMMONDS
10-college experience." Price and her daugh1er
Faith Robinson, a I9 -year-old engineering
- - - ---'====c..!..C==------ mafor. already had 1heir mo1her-'d:rugh1cr 1alk
For more firs1-1ime college studenis and their aboul drugs, drinking and boys.
families lhe hardest 1hing about college is !citing
"Don'I come with anything you didn'I leave
go.
with. Don'1 bring nobody's baby home," Price
''lbis is my third lime leaving,'' Dorothy Brown said. When asked how she will feel once deparof Chicago said. Mo1her and daughter si1 ou1- ture time comes, Price said, 'Tm going to cry
side the Tubman Quadrangle on anolher humid 1ears of happiness when I leave." Another of
day in D.C. She jusl can't seem to leave her Price's concerns is that her daugh1cr will make
daugh1er and this is 1he final a1tcmp1 on the last the right decisions along with being apan from
visil. She and Detris Brown, an 18-year-old psy- her. Price believes lhat this was 1he best decichology major, look as if 1hey're waiting for sion her daughter ever made.
someone, bu1 1hc inlcnt observer can delect the
For the Lockards, the biggest fear is just being
slight hint of resis1ance.
separated from each other for the first lime. Sil•
Brown, who wen1 to Southern University, is ting in a dorm room. paren1 and chi ld strike you
happy that her only daugh1er has followed in her more as sisters. Their similar interests and humor
foo1s1eps and enrolled in a Black college.
give evidence to !heir extremely close relationAlthough Detris claims she won't be homesick, ship.
her mo1hcr will have her own adjustments 10
"The only lime I've been away from home is
make.
[for] family reunions," Karla Lockard, a 17-year"I will 1hink tha1I' ll need to cal l her and lei her old undecided m,tjor, said. Despite their one
Nil/top Staf[\Vriters

Campus Plan Approved by Board of Zoning Adjustment
PLAN.from Al
denial school, and Edwards curren1ly has nephews that attend
Howard.
"Res1oring the heart of Howard
University is really what this plan
is about,'' Robinson said. "This is
about the pride and love that we
have for 1his University.''

The BZA cited Howard as having
"a ground-breaking campus plan",
and that the plan ''se1 a precedenl
for other universities". by preserving the history of the instilution
and its legacy.
"Howard Universi ty is
built on the lofty ideals of1ruth and
service," Robinson said. "A University's history should be cominuance through time and place."

Neighboring residents
ves1ed a large interest in the 1998
plan, with so many changes taking
place in the Howard community, the
community had a large say.
"The community was our
sounding board for the plan," said
Robinson.
Norman Wood. of the
Central Northwest Citizens Association, found the I998 Campus

Plan flawless,
"This Campus Plan is
much beuer than 1he one presented
in 1988," Wood said. 'The plan has
been re,•iewed by the association
three times, we do 1101 find any
opposition to it."
The plan has now been set
in mo1ion wi1h new building cons1ruc1ions set through the year
200 1.

New ID Cards to
Lessen aassle,
Increase Safety
1-- -- - - - - - - -- By ERI CA MOODYHANKERSON
Nil/top Swjf\Vriter
1 - - - - -" - - - ' " ' - - - - - -

Swdents in registration lines this
year saw first-hand the new technology that's sweeping 1he campus.
It may not be big brother. but soon
campus sec'urity will be able 10 follow your every move on campuslbanks to a new ID card. The new
system hopes to improve the safety
of students. facu lty and staff by
eli minating multiple ID cards along
with a host of other services.
The new syslem has been implemented in all dorms excepl Meridian Hill Hall and The Howard Plaza
Towers. The card will allow students
24 hour access to their respectable
dormitories and will be able to lrace
each studen t's whereabouts by
recording whal building, time and
date a s1udent enters. If a studem visits a dorm itory after hours, the
Access Control System will deny the
students en1ry.
According 10 Howard University
Campus Police Chief Reginald L.
Smith, Sr. lhis is a win-win situation
for everyone.
"It·s a tremendous tool 10 provide
safely and the tracking is a valuable
tool for the law enforcement communi1y," said Smith, "If a student
turns up missing we are able to trace
the last bu ilding in which the student
entered."
With the class of 2002 entering the

University, freshmen are impressed
by 1he high-tech card.
"As we approach the new millennium things tend to change, and as
a freshmen here at Howard I'm
pleased 10 see the Un iversity maintain a competit ive outlook on the
changing times by creating this new
card," said Robert Ford. a broadcast
journalism major.
Upperclassmen also give a thumbs
up to 1he ID card. Da Relle Rollins,
a junior psychology major said,
"The Access Card will be a welcomed change at Howard." She
hopes incoming students wi ll take
advan1age of the benefits.
According to Maria N. Wyall of the
Campus Police Department, these
new ID cards will eliminate outside
intruders from entering campus
housing.
"Homeless people were coming
into dorms two weeks ago. For that
reason alone, we have 10 make sure
1he doors stay locked."
The Howard University ldentificat ion Card will be used for many
other student services in the future
and will be a part of a Un iversity
One-Card System.
"We arc laying the spine for a OneCard System starti11g wi1h dorm
access because it's security related,
and 1hen we can add on 01her features including student government
voling, athletic events and use for the
library,'' said William V. Keene, special assistant to the vice president for
S1udent Affairs.

Frustrated Students Await Tolephone Service
PHONE.from Al

"I think they know 1hat this is
li me of year when college s1udents
get 1heir phones turned on, so they
should have anticipated this and
hi red more workers." said senior
speech pathology major Monique
Richardson.
"From wha1 I unders land, it
doesn't take thal much to 1urn on a
phone." Richardson said, adding,
"this is ridicu lous. People need
phones for emergencies. For what

we're paying, we should be gelling
better service."
Recalling previous unfavorable
experiences with Bell A1 lantic.
other students charged 1ha1 1he
company ignores the Universily's
students and takes them for granted.
"I think that Bell Atlantic acts up
because lhey know 1hat they can,"
said Shannon Baker, a junior Radio- ·
Television-Film major.
"It seems that they basically have
a monopoly on the system, and if
we had another choice of a local

phone carrier, then Bel l Atlantic
wou ldn't act this bad."
Shayla Dubose. a junior international bus iness major. vividly
recalled an experience she had wi1h
the company last year, and said that
1his year's experience is all too
familiar.
"The same thing happened las1
year. Last year it took me 1wo weeks
to get a phone," said the West Towers residenl. "I can'1 believe they
have the nerve to take your money
and 1101 turn your phone on time."
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Howard Unlvenlty:
AFeut for tile Mind, the Body and tile Soul

()11,/k,MM#, .. tk 1998 ( ) ~ ~
Howard University offers so many choices. Opportunities for the mind to be challenged,
enlightened, and expanded. Opportunities for the body to be shaped, molded, and explored. A
brilliant tapestry of du~, groups, and assemblies overwhelm and define one's "HOU.\'.lrd
Experience". Without the regal and majestic existence of our fraternal organizations or the
elegant and gracious presence ofour beloved sororities, Howard would lack aspecial ingredient.
IfStates couldn't urepresent" what makes their locality unique what would HU be like? If the
UGSA or the GSA didn't present before many educational and entertaining programs, one could
not even imagine the state of student life at our cherished Mecca. The Capstone would lack a
particular and necessary heroic and dramatic activism if HUSA never existed. just attempt to
envision a Howard gathering or freshmen orientation without the crazy antics and fnendly
disposition of the Campus Pals. From the Bison to the Hilltop, where would our university be
without the thought provoking commentaries and mentally enriching stories in the Hilliop or
imagine never being able to witness the photographic wizardry and realtime autobiographical
sketch that is our Bison. Thankfully we don't have to imagine a University void of these viral
additions to academics, because we are at Howard University. And at HU the menu
is...everything!

..

Howard University:
AFeastfor
the Mind, the Body,
and the Soul!

Howard University is unlike any other university in the world. The people, the
am10sphere, and the experience, not only build character, determination, and digniry1 but also
build compassionfor others, empathy and understanding, and asense of togetherness between
each member of the extended Howard Family. One cannot visit this campus and not leave
forever changed. One cannot ignore the sights, sounds and feeling that is our beloved alma
mater.

enesa, etem r
I
\

II
table, and, in some cases, even pick up the check! However it is up to YOU to feast on the many I
So, as you can surely see the restauranc is open for business! We provide the cnrrees,

delicacies and offerings we've placed on your plate. Abalanced diet of education, en~chn~nt,
and enlightenment! Prepare to feed your mind, your lx,dy and your soul on ALL that BoWard
has to offer. 'Cause on the HU menu...everything!
Bon Appetite!
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Development Republic Gardens to

Spurred in LeDroit Park Open 300-car Parking Lot
University Partnership to Offer Faculty Housing

By JAMIKA YOUNG
Hilltop Staff Writer

By ANGELICA MORRISON
Hilltop Staff Writer

Aiming to improve the physical condition of the historic LeDroit
Park neighborhood. Howard University, in a 1>artnership with the
Fann ie Mac Corporation, wi II
replace doz.ens of vacant homes
and lots with 42 single family
homcs--most of wt1ich wi ll be sold
to faculty and staff
The LeDroit Park neighborhood was once home 10 many black
intellectuals, such as University
biology professor Ernest E. Just.
and the poet. Paul Laurence Dunbar. But as more people fled the
neighborhood for the region's suburbs. abandoned homes began to
crumble, and 1he area became an
a11rac1ive location for open drug
sales and violent crime.
Through 1he "LeDroil Park lrtitiative," 28 older homes will be
rcnova1ed, and new ones will be
construc1ed in 1he neighborhood
1ha1 includes Slowe and Carver
Halls.
"When people inves1 1heir
income in some1hing. they will 1ake
be11er care of it and the neighborhood," said Maybelle Bcnne11. 1hc
Univcrsi1y's communily association direc1or and a key leader in the
Ini1ia1i ve.
"You can 1ell thal !here has
been improvement in lhe area, wilh
all 1he reconstruc1ion Howard is
doing," said JoAnn Jackson , a
LcDroit Park resident.
Increased owner-occupancy of
the 42 new homes shou Id rcs1orc
1he area 10 the staius it once had,
organizers said.
"When people make an investment lhcy 1cnd to keep up thal
investmelll," said University graduate studen1 Zachary Robinson,
adding that he believes the houses

Hill1op Staff/Angelica Morrison
Howard University and the Fannie i\lae Corporation will replace vacant
homes and lots \\ith 42 single family homes in the eDroit Park neighbor-

Managemcn1 at Republic Gardens, lhc popular U-Strect night
club, said they are constructing a
parking lotin,an effort 10 reduce the
amount of 1raffic 1ha1 regularly
clogs the historic corridor.
Danny Davis, the night club's
general manager, said the parking
lot will be completed and ready for
use Sept. I.
"Thirteenth and 14th Streets
are usually bumpa-to-bumper, but
the new parking lot should alleviate all problems,• Davis said,
adding that the corridor is most
congested on Wednesday, Friday
and Saturday nights.
Because of scant parki ng,
palrons have been forced to park on
nearby Slreets and in the garage at
the Frank W. Reeves Center. Bui the
lack of parking has congested the
neighborhood's streets.
"The new parking 101 will be
cool,• said Washingion resident and
club-goer Sidq God. who agrees
1ha1 a new parking lot will reduce
1raffic congestion on U Street.
But while many patrons said
they apprccia1c 1hc club's investment in a parking 101, some said the
now vacant lot should be used for

other purposes.
After a night at Republic Gardens, Howard University graduate
Wayne Hamillon called 1he new
parking lot "a waste of space," and

needed more space," Davis said.
"We jus1 had to wait for Mc1ro to
say that it was OK 10 use it."
The new parking lot will be
one level and open to both Repub-

said 1hc space should be used 10
"give back 10 1hc community."
The space for the lot was previously owned by Me1ro, or 1he
Washing1on Metropol itan Area
Transil Au1hority. and was used for
storage of conslruction materials
during the conSlrUCtion of lhe u
Street Metro station.
"We always knew 1ha1 we

lie Gardens' patrons and the public,
Davis said. The 300-car lot will
offer free parking during 1he da)\
and will charge customers at night.
Management said the new lot
will spur business in the area.
"The lot will definitely bring in
more party goers," said Davis, who
anticipates very satisfied palrons.

hood.

need to be occupied by families-am jusl Howard facu l1y and staff.
Construc1ion of the new homes
has begun on Oakdale Place.
behind Howard University Hospital. where nearly all the homes arc

one clement of 1he Universi ty's
S1ra1cgic Framework for Ac1ion, a
project in which the Univcrsi1y
makes an effort 10 improve the communi1y.
"We need prosperity and stability in LeDroit Park, and rebui lding homes and the communi1y is a
great move in the right direction."
said Advisory Neighborhood Commissioner Nik £,mes. who is also
a Ward I Ci1y Council candidaie.

vacan1.

The move-in dale for the owners of the new homes is teniaiivcly
sci for December. Faculty and staff
will purchase the housing from the
University by means of an employer assis1cd housing.
The LeDroit Park lni1ia1ivc is

Thii may come ai arnrpriie,
but for the price of one of the~e

GW Grapples with MVC Merger
By MA'IT BERGER
The Hatchet

As George Washington University and Mount Vernon College
merge, administrators at both campuses arc working to ensure the
all-women's college doesn't get
left out in the rain.
S1udents working toward GW
degrees arc now the majorily at the
urtivcrsity. formerly Mounl Vernon College. With 1he crossing of
1his threshold comes the task of
intcg,rating 1he two campuses into
one university.
This year's seniors wi ll be lhe
last students 10 receive a degree
from MVC--the historically allwomen's college. The three otber
undergraduate classes earning
GW degrees find themselves
caught between two vastly different worlds 1ha1 have been coming
closer since GW and MVC
entered into a financial agreement
in October J996.
As things rapidly change at
the small college in Northwes1
Wasbing1on. GW adminisu11tors
arc working to tie up loose ends
and promote community spirit.

'! think it's going to be a bit
chaotic, but it's going 10 be great,"
said Har Jindcr, MVC's senior
class president.
GW's division of Stude111 and
Academic Suppor1 Services has
geared part of its Welcome Weck
progran1s to incorporate both campuses.
Mike Gargano. executi l'C
director of the Student Activi1ies
Center, said the addi1ion of the
Mount Vernon campus al lows
GW 10 hold events previously seen
as impossible on an urban campus.
"I would be disappointed if
the interaction doesn't occur,"
Gargano said. I think a lot of students will come to Poggy Bot1om
and lake part in the environment."
Jindcr said many stude111s at
Mount Vernon welcome GW students who want to stop by. but she
is hesiiant 10 be!ic,•e her Poggy
Bottom counterp:ins will visit the
new campus immcdia1ely.
•we wou ld love it if all of
GW came 10 participate," she said.
"But I don't know if a lot will
want to come to our campus."
To help coordinate the interaction, GW bas moved Lori Pederson, who formerly direc1ed cam-

pus activities at GW, to Mount
Vernon as director of siudent
development.
She and other administrators
who have relocated 10 Mount Vernon are working 10 provide clear
communication between 1hc university's 1wo locations.
In order to make the commute bet ween the locations easier, SASS plans 10 1est its shuttle
sys1em between the 1wo campuses next month. Gargano said the
bu, schedule will be tailor~d to
s1udents' needs.
"The shuttle service needs 10
be a bi1 flexible in that it will lake
a 30-day period 10 work out the
kinks," he said.
Shuttles are now scheduled
10 pick up students every 20 minutes from both campuses between
7 a.m. and 6 p.m .. and every 30
minutes between 6 p.m. and midnight. But special arrangements
wi II be made for events scheduled
to go past midnight. Gargano said.
"You know there arc going to
be some issues we will ha,·c to
work 1hrough,• he said.
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NATION WORLD
Clinton's Call for Raids in
Berkeley Law
Afghanistan, Sudan Viewed as an School Minority
Enrollment Rises
Excuse frolll Problellls at Hoine
By NATALIE REID
Hi/lrop Ste([{ Writer

Presidcn1 Climon's timing for
raids in Afghanistan and Sudan has
been cri1icized as an ac1 to dellec1
a11en1ion from his inappropriale
rela1ionship wilh Monica Lewinsky.
Afghanisian and Sudan were
raided because of the 1hrca1s they
posed to America's na1ional security. The 1arge1 of 1he raid was a 1crroris1 group led by known terrorist
Osama bin Laden. ll is President
Clinton·sjoh to pro1ec1 Americans
from radical 1erroris1s. However.
Cl inion's decision 10 strike on both

countries is vlcwed as an excuse
from problems he is facing al
home.
According 10 Sen. D:m Coats
(R- lnd.),"The Prcsidenl has been

consumed wilh mailers regarding
his personal life. h raises questions
aboul whc1her or 1101 he had to
devme time 101his issue. or give 1he
issue a call lor mili lary action." The
reason for this type of rcac1ion is
Presidem Clinton's addr.;ss 10 the
nation concerning his relationship
wilh Lewinsky came two days
prior 10 1he raids. Aisha Bowden .
a frcslumm said. "Clinton was praying for something to happen thal
would be larger news than his personal life."
Two weeks ago American
Embassies were bombed in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam. In the bombing. 12 Americans and nearly 300
Kenyans and 1hnzanian lost 1heir
lives and 5.000 were injured. Presidem Clinton was forced to take
ac1ion in order Lo prevent fmure
auacks from happening. The decision made by President Clinton

was to pro1cc1 A mcrican as well as
10 lead the world's fight for peace,
fr~edom and security.
Since 1hc truth about 1he relationship between 1he prcsidelll and
Lewinsky was revealed, Americans
have started to queslion Clinton's
credibility.
"Some have lost respect for
him. olhers feel he was just being
human," said Howard freshman
Aisha Bowden.
The views on Clinton's presidency arc mixed because some
Americans feels thm his personal
life docsn'l ha,e anything to do with
how he runs the countty.
··1 believe overall Americans
s1i ll view him as one of 1he more
positive American preside111;• said
senior Saron Cofield.
GOP leader Newt Gingrich
shares Coficld's view s1a1ing, "l
1hink the president did cxac1ly 1he

right thing." Climon's decision to
auack is a signal 10 terrorist that
1hey will he punished for their
crimes. Based on the president's
stand, Americans are reassured that
he will do everything in hi s power
10 ensur~ 1he safety of all Americans across the globe.
.
Based on lhe amount of publicity 1ha1 the media has given to
Clinton·s affair, in1ernational news
has been set aside.
"This administration for the
last seven months has neglected
compelling national security 1hreats
bes ides this." said Se n. John
McCain (R-Ariz.) I cannot say that
lhey've been neglec1ed because of
Monica Lewinsky, bul I can say
unequivocally that they have been
11eglec1ed.''

Harvard to Conduct Tenure Study
By AMANDA DEATS and

CASSANDRA CROWTHER
The Daily Timm

AUSTIN. Tcxas--A tltrcc-ycar
s1udy examining facull)• appointments at colleges mnionwide is
underway al I larvard Universi1y.
and 1he projeel's direclors said the
first round of results wi ll be
released nex1 month.
The Project on Facully
Appointments at Harvard, will
evaluate rcnurc and pl'Omotion
guidelines, rule, for faculty p;:rformancc appraisal, prc-letmre
evaluation, faculty recrui1melll
and academic freedom al JO colleges nat ionwidc.
Holly Madsen. the project's
coordinmor. said she is usi ng
electronic databases, working
papers. ca,c studies. policy briefings and conferences to ,tudy facuhy employmcttl at the universities.
"\Ve arc exploring n contro-

versial topic that in the past didn'l
hal'e any da1a," Madsen said.
They will then share the
information with the participating
colleges and make recommendations on how 1he schools can
implcmenl new policies. Madsen
said.
The project lO dCl'C)Op a template that wou Id compare na1ionwidc pol icics and provide a
model for 01her univcrsi1ies began
last January.
Su£y Auten. adminis1ra1ion
assistant 10 the pro,·ost at Kansas
Stale Univcrsity--onc of 1he colleges studied in 1he project--said
KSU has a post-tenure review
program, which addresses chronic
low achiel'ement to delerminc if
facully arc meeting e,·aluation
c riteria.
If professors do 1101 perform
adequa1cly in the reviews, they
can be released from 1he ut1il'ersi1y. Austen said.
Other colleges panicipat ing
include 1he University of Arizona.

the University of Cincinnati and
Illinois Wesleyan.
Al 1he University of Texas.
which is not in,·olved in lhe Harvard stud), 1cnurcd faculty arc
rel'iewed every six years. Howard
Unil'crsity is not included in the
SIUd)C

S1cphen Reese. chairman of
the UT depar1men1 of journalism.
said that afler six years, an associmc professor has the opportunity
to become tenured through 1hc
tenure 1rack.
"By and large, tenure is a
good thing and it is an encouragement for people to pursue academic careers." Reese said.
There is more academic freedom for tenured faculty, and they
arc less apl 10 worry about dismissal from superiors because of
Lhcir conlroversial viewpoints,
Reese said.
To qualify for tenure. professors must demons1rnte good
leaching skills. invOll'emcnl in
research. service in commiuecs

and conferences. and have theit·
work published.
"It's always possible 1101 to
make tenure," Reese said.
The Harvard projec1 is sponsored by Pew Charitable Trusts,
which will provide each of the
part icipaiing insti1mions $5.000
10 gather data on promo1ion,
tenure auri1ion, and related policies and practices of facul1y
members.
Ellen Wert, program officer
for educa1ion for 1he Pew Charitable Trus1s. said 1he study will be
an importam resource on faculty
cmploymem in higher educa1ion.
Han-ard received $1.9 million from Pew Chari1ablc Trus1s
10 manage the study. Wert said.
"What is lacking in the currem lenure process is the review
rencc1ion and feedback 1ha1 in
fact every professor deserves."
Wer1 said.
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assistant dean of Boalt Hall,
said
she views any increase
By SUSAN SURAPRUIK
The Daily Californian
as a positive mark against
the ban on affirmative
action.
BERKELEY, Calif..-The University of California
"There were no expectations, we just wanted to see
at Berk~ley's Boat Hall
School of Law's efforts to
some type of increase," said
bolster minority admissions Treadwell. "This is a posifor the 1998-99 school year
tive change and hopefully
has yielded a significant
next year we'll improve furincrease in minority enrollther on this."
ment over the last year, uniMany Boall Hall Law
versity officials announced
students said a change was
recently.
necessary to combat the
Boalt's minority enrollabsence of affirma1i1e
ment rose by 12 percent this action.
year. after suffering a 30
"Last year was a numpercent decrease in minority bers game which was
enrollment because of the
extremely disadvantageous
University of California
for minorities," said secondRegents' affirmative action
year law student Eric
ban. Only one black stuBowen.
dent, who had deferred
Robin Appleberry, a
enrollment from the previfirst-year law snident, said
ous year, entered the I998
the decrease in minority
class.
enrollment acts as a negaBoall Hall Dean Herma
tive mark on Boalt Hall.
Hill Kay said she believes
"Before, Berkeley was
the decrease was due to
known and considered for
minorities feeling unwelit~ diversity," said Applebercome in UC schools.
ry, "But when the enroll"First the regents
ment decreased, I associated
banned affirmative action.
it as a negative factor. If the
and then that was followed
numbers don't increase
by Proposition 209," Kay
more, the school will go
said. "Those happening one down a lot."
after another made many
But some students were
minorities feel as though
still not satisfied with the
they are unwanted."
number of minorities
Since then. Boalt offienrolled in Boalt this fall.
cials have taken several
"This year there are nine
measures to undo these
blacks which is five percent
effects and persuade
and is ridiculous," said
minorities 10 apply and
Joshua Stimbro, who is in
enroll in the school.
his second year at Boalt
The measures include
Hall. "One of the reasons I
the elimination of a formula decided to come here was to
used to weigh grade point
be in the midst of a diverse
averages based on the appli- frame."
cant's institution. In addiAmanda Touchton, a
tion, appl icant files will no
fir.,1-year law student. said
longer be grouped accordshe has a positive outlook.
ing 10 index scores from
and supports all attempts to
Law School Admissions
maintain diversity at Boalt
Tust scores and undergradu- Hall.
ate grade point averages,
"One [Black student] is
eliminating stringent cut-off ridiculous, and nine is OK
numbers between appliand a good start," she said.
cants.
'Tm hoping that the stuIn addition, applicants
dents as well as the faculty
with lower LSAT scores are will continue to counteract
allowed the opportunity to
the ban on affirmative
demonstrate that their
action."
Scholastic Assessment Test
The admission process
scores did not predict their
for Boalt Hall is still underexcellent academic perforgoing changes to increase
mance in college.
minority enrollment, and
"Considering where we
plans 10 include an inter[werel last year. this
view process in the admisincrease is a great signifisions process that is being
cance," Kay said. "Our aim
considered to distance
is 10 make sure that minoriadmissions from being
ties feel welcome."
based solely on numbers.
Lujuana Treadwell,
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"The most pole/II weapon i11 the hands of the oppressed is 1/te mind of the oppressed."-- Ste1•e Biko

In With The New
ummcrtimc. and the living is easy. Then suddenly August 1akes night. and its languorous
dog days journey on with it.
But before summer 1998 slips away for good, a new
school year sweeps in, accompanied by moving trucks
and sport-utility vehicles laden down with trunks.
books. and that new creature also known as the
Howard Un iversity freshmen.
Within the first class born largely in the 1980swhen the Cosby show ru led Thursday nights. corporate excess was the norm. and e\'ery kid worth their
"gum by" haircut wanted to moonwalk-is a group of
highly accomplished students, no strangers to struggle or to hard work. As the first week of school draws
to a close. the class of2002 has more than likely found
that the rigors of college work are substantially greater
than those of high school, but do 1101 lose sight of the
big picture and your role in it.
Nineteenth century American author Mark Twain
once advised. ''Never let school get in the way of your
education."As many freshmen acclimate to life at
Howard. The Hillwp echoes Twain's remark with the
understanding that a great deal of what we call "higher education" is not embodied so much by what we
learn. but by what we 11nleam: you come 10 this campus not to receive an education, but in p11rsuit of one.
TI1is time. you arc playing for keeps. so make your time

S

here count. More than any other university in the
world, Howard University is un iquely prepared 10
share with its students the contributions of Africans
and of people of African descent throughout the dia~pora. A visit to the Moorland-Spingarn Research
Center is owed not on ly to our,clvcs, but also to our
ancestors.
In the rapidly closing window of time that we ha, e
on this eanh, and in the el'cn more ncct ing time you
have on this campus, you must make your mark 1101
only in the classroom. but in the community and the
nation and world in which you live.
Students of your high cali ber must be at the vanguard
when confronting student apathy. A smdy by the
UCLA Graduate School of Education and Information
studies found 1ha1 onl)• 27 percent of college freshmen
believe it is essential 10 keep up with political affairs.
a grim reminder that too many of us neglect to take
the reins of our own destiny. "Sightseeing" on the yard
and having fun is all well and good. if 1101 done at the
expense of the reasons why you're really here. You are
standing on the shoulders of giams. and the 1wen1yfirs1 century Zora Neale Hurstons, Charles Drews. and
Toni MoJTisons will call this unhersity their alma
mater.
Anything your predecessors could do. clas, of 2002.
you must do better. Make it so.

The Buck Stops Where?
llcge students arc allergic to fee increases.
And with good reason: a college education
is no minor expense, and for Howard University students. whom US. News and 110rltl Repon
last year found are sadd led with the most debt of
any university in the U.S. upon graduation. news of
any fee hikes invites the sudden onset of a bad case
of hives. At issue on Howard's campus is the recommendation of the Undergraduate Student Assembly to boost the student activity fee from a longstagnalll $75 10 S 135 per semester. an increase of 80
percent. Students may balk at the increase. but
should realize that the money directly goes to benefit them, by way of a greater ability on the part of
HUSA to produce programs the student body can
enjoy. For example, the Homecoming Committee
would be able to focus more on hosting an entertaining week of festivities, as opposed to barely
breaking even. The fee's receipts also partiall y fund
The Bison Yearbook and. in the interest of fu ll disclosure, The Hilltop newspaper.
Twenty-eight years ago, when today's I loward
undergraduates weren't even concei,·ed yet. the budget of the Howard University Student Association
was$ 180.000. Toda)\ the budget of HUSA stands
at a relatively meager $7,.0oo. due mostly to the
.fact that in 1970, both the Undergraduate Student
Assembly and the Graduate Student Assembly
didn't yet exist. The only central governing body
was HUSA. Now HVSA. UGSA. and GSA have to
spl it the same funds three ways that HUSA received
28 years ago. Stretching funds even thinner are the
growth of student-led organizations, which currenlly number more than 150.: clubs like the Louisiana

-
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club and the Howard University Spons Marketing
club on ly received a paltry S75 from HUSAs organizational funding pool during the 1997-1998
school year.
Part of the mission statement HVSA president
Nevi lle Welch champions includes a clause 10 "provide affordable support for student organi1.ations...
Let us help them deliver on their pledge by making
your \'Oicc heard. urging s1ude111 leaders to put the
i~suc of the swdent activity fee increase 10 a referendum. True. students e111rus1 their reprcscn1atives
with the sacred assurance that they will rcpresem
their i111crcsts. But on an issue of this magnitude.
and especially where ndditional cash outlay, arc
concerned. it is imperat ive that lloward student, let
their opinion on paying ,m additional <, 120 a )Car be
determined the way we do things in a democracy: at
the voting booth.
Consider for a moment if government allowed tax•
payers 10 determi ne for themsel\'CS their tax bill.
then most wou ld be sure 10 write in a fat "1cro".
Then. of course. we would witness the destruction
of instruments of public good. like schools. hospitals, and freeways. You get what you put in , and
certainly no fee incrca,c is small enough in light of
the rapid ly escalating cost of a11encling college. But
we adl'ocatc lclling the buck start (or stop) at the
polls and not in the relatively iusular world of s1uden1 government assemblies. Whatever the outcome, one poin1 will remain glaringly obvious: students know what course of action i~ best for
themselves, their finances. and the quality of their
Howard experience.

Get Off The Bus!
iming 10 lure one million youths 10 New York.
City. Khallid Abdul Muhammad. the ousted
Nation of Islam s()Okesman. has plunged in10
a fierce baule of words with 1ha1ci1y·s mayor. selling
the stage for violent confrontations which threaten 10
place thousands of innocent young people in danger.
At first brush. the goal 10 unite one million young
Black people appears noble. even an urgem necessity.
given the numbing sense of apathy and despair that has
gripped so 1nany in our community. Muhammadwhose virulent an1i-scmi1ism. anti-Catholic, and homophobic rhetoric is too coarse for the Nation of Islamcannot be faulted for aiming to quell the dead ly feuds
between gangs on hoth coasts. Yet even more osten1enta1ious than the Rolls Royce he owns. Muhammad's
march is demonstrative of the ego-inOating son of
demigogucry typical of false revolutionaries fond of
spewing more bluster than Hu1Ticane Bonnie. Some
claim that young blacks should throw their support
behind the Milljon Youth March anyway, in a show of
"stick-it-10-the-man" defiance.
But their argument is nawed, more ind icative of the
need 10 appear united in the face of a hostile larger society when in fact a deep disconnect exists between the
ideologies of most blacks. even many of those at the
fringe, and what K.hallicl Muhammad and Washington
attorney and Howard Un iversi ty alumnus Ma lik
Shabazz want. The march couldn't have any worse
backers in K.hallid Muhammad and Malik Shabazz, the

A

la11cr or whom once called m11 school "Coward University". It is ironic. therefore, that both now want to
employ young people .ts their unwitting soldiers in this.
,the newest children's crnsadc.
One week before the scheduled Sept. 5 Million Youth
March is set 10 take to the streets of Harlem, Muhammad. in his quest to boost his ego. has engu lfed the
el'Cnt into a storm of controversy that has dwarfed the
march's goals and ki lled its potential power. Already.
organizations like the National Advancement for Colored People. the National Urban League and New York
congressman Charles Rangel have denounced the
planned march. Among the march·s goals-which
include presenting a demand for reparations 10 U.N.
Secretary General Kofi Annan-The llillwp would like
to inquire. when has the United Nations ever been the
friend and savior of black people?
Dr. Muhammad's biography on the Million Youth
March's webs ite glowingly calls him "a lexical
pyrotech." Well, they're right 011 at least one count:
Khal lid Muhammad docs more than merely spun
combustible rhetoric, he docs so with the full knowledge that his words will be heard and immediately
reacted 10, further boosting his engorged sense of sclfimponancc.
Rousing young people to action and sharing rc~ources
are laudable goals. But following the pied piper who ·s
Oying into Harlem for one day isn't the path toward
reaching a real Black libernt ion agenda. It is. instead.
a fall off the precipice.
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Letters to the Editor
THE IIlLLTOP, the nation's largest Black collegiate newspaper,
encourages you to share your opinions and ideas. THE HILLTOP
will only publish letters addressed to the Senior Editorial Editor
in response to materials published in the newspaper. The Senior
Editorial Editor reserves the right to edit letters for space and style.
All letters and commentaries must be typed and signed with full
addresses and telephone nun1bers.
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are theviews of THE
HILLTOP Editorial Board and do not necessarily reflect the
opinions of'Howard University, its administration, THE IIlLLTOP
Board, or the student body.
Please address letters and commentaries to:
Senior Editorial Editor
THE lllLLTOP
2251 Sherman Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20001
or via email at
thehiJitop@hotmail.com
THE MISSION STATEMENT
Prodrtced entirely by the st11dents it serves, THE HILLTOP is th e newspaper of record for the
Howard Unil1ersity co1111m1nity. Wit/tin its pages, our readers will witness objective reporting
and stories from a 11niq11ely African-Am erican perspecti11e at tire premier
historically
Black 11niversity in the world. We pro11dly conti1111e a tradition of excellen ce,
for our
readers and our distinguislred legacy deserve not/ring less.

THE AD POLICY

THE HTTJ,TOP
EDITORIAL

THE HILLTOP's deadline for advertise1nents is the Friday before publication. We require seven days prior
notice. A IS-percent design fee will be
charged to all accounts subnlitting noncainera ready artwork and requests
for specific placement on a page.
THE HILLTOP accepts checks,
money orders and cash. Classified,
ca1npus and local advertisers must
remit payment upon placen1ent of the
order. THE HILLTOP has the right to
refuse any advertisen1ent. Please call
202.806.6866 for rates.
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Giuliani 's Worst
Nightmare

M

ayor Rudy Giuliani is
shaking in his boots.

He's on the verge of a nervous
breakdown and is ready to put a call
into the Terminator.
What's troubling New York
City's head man is his worst nightmare--Khallid Abdul Muhammad.
Several months ago, Muhammad,
the former spokesman for Nation of
Islam leader Min. Louis Farrakhan,
sponsored a Manhattan Rally in
which he announced that a Million
Youth March would take place in
the city Sept. 5.
As soon as Mayor Giuliani was
informed of the march, he unofficially denounced it and later
released a statement saying that if
organizers wanted to have a march,
Harlem was off limits. The alternative sites Giuliani offered were
Van Cortlandt Park, in the Bronx,
or Randall's Island, which is located in the East River.
Earlier this month, a number of
young people representing the New
York City Black Power Committee
were defiant and said they would
hold their march in Harlem no matter what the mayor said. "Harlem
belongs to the community, and the
future belongs to the youth." said
Erica Ford, a member of the yomh
group.
Muhammad, who was recently in the news for his bold siance in
Jasper, Texas, where James Byrd
was dragged to his death, pushed
the envelope once more. He
declared that if he couldn't get
Harlem, he would consider holding
the march in Crown Heights,
Brooklyn.
Mayor Giuliani had another
round of conniptions.
In 1991, Crown Heights experienced a tragic race confrontation
after a young boy was killed by a
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ASHA MOSES ·.

Be Your Natural Self

A

"nappy" hair or was "too dark."

Now, those people who display
these attitudes are probably ready to
throw down t11is newspaper.
"How dare she say that? She
don't know me like that!"
But my brothers and sisters, I
do.
Nothing's wrong with perming
your hair, or believing that the nat-
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QUARMOTTJACKSON

The ll'ricer is a hiswrian and the n ational editor
of The Black IVorld Today.

.

ural look a Black woman displays
is beautiful. However, it must be
understood that true beauty is natural beauty, and trying to change
your natural look 10 impress the
type of brothers who have a ·'perm
and light ski n" as Nos. I and 2
down their "woman requirement
list'" is 11 01 the right reason to
change your image.
To be a certain shade is almost
like a fad: one year it may be in
style to be light-skinned and have
straight hair, but the next year can
be one in which Black people
decide to embrace their dark skin
and nappy hair.
Earlier in the century, prominent African-American figures
such as Dorothy Dandridge, Lena
Horne and Harry Belafonte--all
ligh1-skinned--symbolized the cra·s
image of Black beauty. It would
have been completely taboo to have
people like Tyson Beckford and
'fyra Banks be standards of beauty.
Even more recently, I'm sure
that most of us can remember the
1980s as the decade that light-skin
and straight hair was in.
Today, it makes me happy to
sec little Black kids with braids
and locks when just ten years ago,
it was virtuall y unacceptable.
It shows that we are learning to
embrace ourselves.
To my brother who told me
that dark skin was ugly, stop hating
yourself. Get to know your people,
history and culture. Remember, we
arc the portion of the American
population that has created the myriad of colors that make up this
diverse society. Once we embrace
all the attributes that make us so
very wonderful and realize our true
beaut)', this new awareness will
enable us to further ourselves to
heights never imagined.
The write,; a junior political
science major. is a columnist o/The
fl ii/top.
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member of the Lubavichers, a Jewish religious sect. During the riot,
a Rabbinical student was stabbed to
death.
lb have a million youth--most
of them Black--parading in Crown
Heights and led by Muhammad-who has been accused of being
anti-Semitic--is a potential bullet
and powder keg the mayor is trying
to dodge.
In a press release distributed at
a recent press conference, organizers of the Million Youth March
pledged to "protect and be cordial
10 all the people of this ci ty."
Among the organizers' demands
are an end to police brutality and
harassmen1 of Black and Latino
people, reparations for the descendants of enslaved African people of
the middle passage, freedom for all
political prisoners and prisoners of
war: and the building and nurturing
of independent institutions.
The march comes on the heels
of the successful Mil li on Man
March in October. 1995 and the
Million Woman March last year.
"G iven the increase in police
brutality, panicularly against Black
and Latino youth, the growing
prison industria l complex, the
smashing of affirmative action and
the other acts of aggression against
our people, the M illi on You th
March is our way of fighting back."
said Amadi . a member of the New
York City Black Power Committee.
•And we welcome the presence of
adulls in the march."

.

conversation I had with
a few friends last
semester made me
realize just how ma ny of us,
African Americans, hate our natural selves. To hear one of my darkskinned brothers tell me he only
wanted to date light-skinned Black
women or white women because
dark-skinned women were ugly
made me sec his arrogance in full
view.
I wasn't mad at him . He was
only one of the millions of African
Americans who feel the same way.
Since the American standard
of beauty is pale white· skin and
blonde hair. African Americans, as
a group, struggle to reach this standard by any means necessary. To
attain the all-American look, we
use skin bleaches and certain makeups to give our skin that "bcamiful"
pale image. And we either spend
countless hours in our mama's
kitchens getting our hair pressed. or
spend millions of dollars each year
on perms.
This attitude is evident here at
our own beloved school.
"It couldn't be at Howard," you
say?
But take a walk across T he
Yard and talk to a few of your fellow students. While some walk
around donning their locks and
"Black is beauti ful" demeanor,
there are others who think that if
their visit to the hair salon for that
"touch-up" is missed, they would
simply die of embarrassment!
Let's not forget the brothers.
Many of them arc like my
friend--and wouldn't even consider
taking out a woman who had

-1,Y F

Secrets and Lies
Well, President Clinton has
finally told the tru th about his
relationship with Monica Lewinsky. But docs anyone really care?
The economy is great and
he's doing a good job. I' m 100
shocked to care. I'm confused
between the plot of "Sexgate"
and "Dawson's Creek," where a
male student and his middle-aged
teacher conm1i1 adultery. However, on the TV show, the kid lies
and the case is closed.
Ahhh . .. if only the Capitol
was located in flollywood
instead of D.C.. independent
counsel Kenneth Starr and the
American people would have
accepted Clinton·s lie in the Paula
Jones case. But this is 1101 Hollywood, it's D.C.. where the prosecution teams are tougher.
This case is not about politics, adultery or sexual harassment. It is about perjury. Clinton
and Lewinsky lied in courts of
law. All laws apply to all people.

That's what this case is really
about, isn't it?
Hillary Rodham C lint on
called this investigation a "vast
right-wing conspiracy." A political attack? Clinton, with his high
approval ratings, threatens the
Republican agenda. Recently, the
I laitian government accused the
Republican party of promoting
mi litaristic right-wing parties
within Haitian borders. Beyond
conspiracies, the on-going investigation has weakened Clinton·s
influence in Congress.
In the long-term. Starr's
investigation has decreased the
Presidency's prestige, making
future presidents more vulnerable to attacks. One elder statesman once said, "You don't have to
like the man, but respect the
office." Which Pres idents and
their mistresses would have been
able 10 survive today's media?
Not John F. Kennedy and Marilyn Monroe. If it took place today,

news of the affair bet ween President Warren G. Harding and Nan
Britton, a mistress nearly 20
years his junior, wou ld be shellacked across every newsstand.
Cl inton hurts his knee and it
makes the front-page. FDR spent
his fourth term para lyzed by
polio. Few photos or articles of
his cond ition were ever publi shed. People revered and
respected the President's office.
When c itizens no longer
revere their government, some
attack it. Look to the recent
shoot ings in the Capitol. A historical analysis bears this out.
The Abbasid Empire, the pinnacle of the Muslim empire, collapsed when the reverence of the
caliph. the ruling official, was
lost. Military advisors publicly
killed the caliphs. Then the society fell into disarray. With so
many open attacks on the President, will the U.S. suffer a similar fate?

Clinton will be remembered
for his abi lity to overcome disasters due to his intimate relationship with the public. This all
started when Clinton talked
about his boxers on MTV. But
that is his strongest suit. People
love this guy and want to ignore
the two deaths during his administration, because people over
identify with Clinton. When people talk about "Sexgate," they
characterize "Bill" as if his name
was "Pookie" or "Lamont." He's
the guy next door and that's a
problem. Where's the reverence?
In the end, •slick Willie"
just slipped up and will deal with
his fami ly, his guilt and his God.
Besides, the Bible says God
didn't want Kings or Presidents
to save humankind.
And maybe that's the point.
The writer is <1 junior philosophy major.

KAMALSHAW

Lest I Forget

E

nvision anger, frustration. boredom, waiting.
. . Now think of registration at Howard Uni versi ty.
Enrollment, here, is an emotional
ha1.ard. Before I go any further, I
want to say that I was wrong. I
thought that the best method lo
achieve results for yourself is to
approach the various clerks and
secretaries with a modicum of arrogance. This method may still work
everywhere else, but not at
Howard.
Howard Urtiversity's administration is notorious for its inefficiency and general lack of tact. In
time, I came in contact with several Howard alumni, and they told me
disturbing stories of people learning it was financiall y impossible to
attend schoo l. Students being
turned away. Some made to run
around like lab rats. Still more
made to wait hours, and sometimes
days 10 be validated.
A few students decided they
simply weren't going to take it anymore and caught something I like

to term as "Queue Rage;" they
would threaten the counselors and
then would be taken care of by the
school police. I felt worse when
these old-head alumni said this was
true since the 1960s.
Enter Fall Registration.
The scene was perversely set
to induce the foulest mood possible. It was actually a radiant morning, so I didn't feel like waiting in
line, much less bei ng at school.
The line at the School of Communications was slow enough to consider advancing inside the counselor's office a moral victory. I am
also an impatient man given to pacing around in ennui like a caged
lion. l despise mornings; prior to
college, I have spent large blocks
of my life asleep between the hours
of6a.m. to 10:30a.m., highscbool
included.
How could I expect to circumvent deca,les of ineptitude by
myse lf? Worse still , I pictured
myself as being bad enough to cancel all that inertia.
A student helper asked, "Mr.
0

Shau, can you wait /,ere? Mr. Soa11d-so will be witlr you shortly."
I said, "flow long is this going
to take? I can't swy here all day
because I J,a,•e to be a t work at 2
p.m."
" \\~II. you have a couple hours
right 11ou, Mr. So-and-so is busy
inputting schedules am/ we will get

to you as soon as we can."
I sat in a chair and re-wrote my
future class schedule twice, each
time expecting to avoid mornings
forever. On the last attempt, the
result was perfect. A student helper
called my name with those of two
others, and we were led to a side
classroom. It was a holding pen. I
waited and watched my watch.
Now, it was midday. l quietly got
angrier.
"You l,m•e to 11ndersU111d, Mr.
Shau, You're a f reslmwn. It's 1101
supposed to be easy for you.
The first time is always the
/,artiest. I remember when I first
wem through this. l<?al,, tlwt was
hard. 8111 look, after yourfirst time
you ca11 phone in your registro-

lion."

I stepped out of the holding
pen.
"Excuse me, I .. .1'

•Mr. Shawl You need to calm
down! You stressin'!" The student
helper continued, "You alright,
huh? Whatyo1111eedtodoisc/1ill."
My plan to bluster past the
paperwork and lines had failed, my
arrogance did not save me this •
time. Instead , I went home,
downed a couple shots of Hennessy just so I could continue with
my day, and return only to have to
finish my business tomorrow.
I returned the following day
with a new strategy. I was going to
do something constructive with my
time. So I wrote this article, barely beating the editor's deadline. I
can't forget the lesson I painfully
taught myself, so I can ultimately
be a sophomore to tell the next
freshman class: ''Patience."
The writer is afreshma11 prim
joumalism major.
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A Fresh View of HU
By JAMYEE. SPILLER
College.
The one word brings excitement and nervousness to
my stomach simultaneously. It almost has the same feeling as when you get off"Free Fall", the amusement ride at
Six Flags.
Jdidn't know what to expect when I came to Howard.
All I can remember are those old reruns of A Different
World.
The Quad.
I had envisioned a six-by-six room that was shared with
a roommate who stole my food, wore my clothes and never
took messages from my phone calls. Instead, my room is
small, but not cramped. And my roommate and I have a lot
in common. We both share a love for Jeopardy and singing.
My room has to be the honest on the hall. The first
question everyone asks upon entering is, "Why is your room
so hot?' Three fans help, but I've learned the key is not to
move around too much.
The bathrooms.
The idea of sharing a bathroom with approximately
forty girls was not very appealing to me. You need an adjusting period. Since there is usually someone in there, it's a
place for meeting new people and starting conversations.
On my 0oor, we have a friendly cleaning lady who makes
you feel at home. She reminds me of my mother.
The Wall.
When I first saw the crowd gathering, I thought someone was hurt. After going outside, I realiz.ed they ,vere all
guys there for oo reason other than to pick up what they consider dense, unassuming freshmen. I have even had the pleasure to listen in on a freestyle session.
Fashion.
Why would anyone want to wear stack heels on movein day? A pair of nylon pants, a T-shirt, and tennis shoes
worked fine for me. I've seen girls with completely decked
outfits including the matching heels and purse. I just wonder how they make it up the hills.
The Administration.
My road to thcMeoca was long and at most points confusing. Every week it seems like! received something from
Enrollment Manage-mentor the Office of Residence Life.
For the most part, the deadline date was usually two days
after I received the original letter. My everlasting faith had
me believing that it would be better once I got here. Wrong.
The validation lines were long and the humidity was unbelievable. This was the perfect time to make friends, though.
The Cafeteria.
L{ couldn't bclic\<e they didn't open on
Linle about
Howard is starting to surprise me. A crowd of unusually
big guys surrounded the door. I thought they were cafeteria bouncers until I realiz.ed who they were: The football
team. We were treated to entertainment during our meal:
some dancing and an awful rendition of"Always and Forever" sung by a guy on a leash--all courtesy of the football
team.
The Registration Process.
My alarm went off at 5:30 a.m. I wanted to be first in
line. I knew luck was on my side because there was a party
the night before and e\<eryone went I ended up third in line.
With neatly-arranged schedule in hand, I was filled with
positive vibes that this process would go smoothly. ..until
they brought out the list of open and closed classes.
What list of open and closed classes, you ask? I didn't
know about it either. It seems that the freshmen get lefto\<ers
of the classes. With the help of my sister and some upperclassmen, I worked my situation.
Disorganization aside, I'm happy to be here. From the
football team's antics to the community bathrooms, I'm continually surprised. I know the best is yet to come, at least I
can say I'm not ready to go home.
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FIRSTPERSON, a weekly column by staff and freelance
writers, is a new addition to THE HIUTOP that aims to confront iss11,s affecting the lives ofyoung people. All columns
nmst be submitted to a TEMPO editor and should include a
name, address a11d 1e/epho11e 1111mber.

On S creen, Stella
G ets Her Groove
By BRANDI FORTE
Hilltop Staff Writer
In the midst of the Steven Spielberg dramas, Wes
Craven horrors and John Woo action flicks, director
Kevin Rodney Sullivan creates a film depicting something rarely seen in Hollywood: black romance.
In the movie, "How Stella Got Her Groove Back,"
Sullivan allows an all-star cast that includes Angela Bassett and Wboopi Goldberg, to make audiences laugh,
cry, dream and love.
As Stella Payne, Bassett again demonstrates her
ability to bring life to a character 'Torry McMillan had
on!y on paper.
Stella is a divorced working single parent who is
hesitant to love again. But her savvy and loyal "sistagirlfriend," Delilah, played by Goldberg, shows her the
:joy of taking risks-- which happens to come in the form
of a handsome 20-year-old Jamaican man.
Thye Diggs, 27, landed the role opposite Bassett,
Winston Shakespeare.
"I know that it is difficult to break into the industry," Diggs said. "They give us a chance, and if we succeed, they might give us another chance."
·
Sullivan said finding an actor to play Winston was
not easy. "It was an interesting journey looking for someone who could be sexy, beautiful and could act
See, STELLA, B2
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Roaring laughter and the
aroma of nail polish spill into the
Quad's hallway as four friends
hold a girl-talk session in a Baldwin Hall double. Freshman Coco
Mitchell is having her fingernails
painted glittery gold. Her positive
attitude and constant smile makes
her the center of attention. Coco
projects confidence and everyon,e
wants to talk to her, sometimes all
at once. Friends walk in and out of
her open room, chatting about new
nail colors and designs, all seeking her opinion.
"I low this place," said Coco,
a vocal jazz performance major.
She says she likes the people here
at Howard, and once you enter her
room, you can tell.
Coco, a native of London,
dons red dye in her high ponytail
and has several ear pierc.ings. A
scaffold runs through the upper
portion of her ear; her tragus,
conch, and belly button are also
pierced. Each finger bolds one or
two rings of different sizes and
styles but all are silver.
"Ifl had a dollar for every person that called me a Spice Girl, I
would be able t~ pay tuition,"
Coco said. He~ friends chime in
with their own playful

After meeting I 8-year-old
freshman Brian Shannon, it
becomes evident he means it when
he says, "I don't care what people
think."
This business management
major hailing out of Southfield,
Mich., shares bis perils of child•
hood embarrassment with no pretense but a laugh. During the midst
of what must have been the most
heated second grade basketball
game in recent memory, he grew so
excited, he dropped the old "number two" in his pants. "We were
playing basketball and it just
dropped out like it had a mind of its
own," he admits, chuckling.
But little social missteps like,
say, public defecation, have yet to
impede Brian's luck with women.
At the still dewy-eyed age of five,
Brian proved himself quite the
charmer of his kindergarten class.
"The first girlfriend I ever had was
a girl named Stephanie. We stayed
together for all of two weeks." He
pauses for a second, then adds,
"Between cutting and pasting, we
kissed!" Brian is a self-described
bachelor now, though.
Asked how he feels about
Howard's female-heavy popula-

Tiana Dodson is not afraid
to be real.
"If I feel a certain way, I'm
going to express it," said the 18year-old freshman. She took a
bold move when she left her
predominately white hometown
of Colorado Springs, Colo., to
come to a historically Black college. "I need change."
She quickly adapted to
Howard's culture, but says she
was surprised and sympathetic
when she saw the dyed and
shaved beads the incoming male
athletes traditionally wear dur•
ing the first weeks of the school
year.
"It was funny, but it was
horrible. Those poor boys," she
said shaking her head with a little giggle.
"Smiley, happy, bubbly,"
Dodson described herself all in
one breath. Her easygoing personality may lead you to believe
otherwise. But Dodson said,
'Tm so insane, so bubbly is a
nice way to say pleasantly
crazy."
Maybe that's why neither
Dodson nor her parents found it
odd that she chose to play the
accordion over the keyboard

He sits, uncomfortably, wearing a freshly pressed
white T-shirt and blue jeans that drape neatly above
bis new Timberlands. Suddenly, as if by pure habit,
he reaches down and brushes the buck skin boots with
the edge of his thumb. Leaning back, he crosses bis
hands as his brown eyes jump across the room looking at both everything and nothing. He's relaxed in the
new environment sporting a quizzical smile on his
face--not too sure of what to expect but vowing to be
prepared for whatever comes.
Freshman Robert McCauley, III is from the small
state of Rhode Island, and an even smaller town
where Blacks and Latinos fraternize as one race. But
Robert's family-filled home made up for his smalltown tranquillity. His mom, dad and sister live on one
floor; his grandmother on another floor and his aunt's
kin on the other floor.
"I come from a very close family. On birthdays
and holidays, all my aunts, uncles and cousins get
together with each other for dinners and barbecues,"
Robert said.
Robert's down-home upbringing is revealed in
five black and white photos that bang on his dorm
room wall. "I took those myself," he said. There's a
picture of a barn, a flower and an old man on a tractor.
A closet photographer, Robert loves the raw
purity of black and white film.
"Black and white makes you focus oo what's
actually there. With black and white you read into the
emotions, the anger, the simplicity," he said. Once the
camera is down, Robert's view of life is still in black
and white.
"In the real world, if you want to be successful

See MITCHELL, B2

See McCAULEY, B2

See SHANNON, B2

See DODSON, B2

Students Get Experience During Summer Internships
then approached about the opportunity
to go 1_0 Colorado."
,
Director of the Center·forP-rofcssional Deve~opment iJ\ the School of
While other Howard University stu- Business, Harold Gray said, although
dents spent their summer relaxing, they try to teach students the ski~ needsophomore chemistry major Chike ed to get internships on their own, it benOgbuougafor was interning in Colorado. efits them to interview through the cenHe worked with the Howard-based Cen- ter.
ter for the Study of Terrestrial and
"In Center for Professional DevelExtraterrestrial Atmospheres, a divi- opment, we require students do a few
sion of NASA. However, unlike many things before they can interview for
students who seek help obtaining intern- summer internships and full-time jobs,"
ships from career development centers Gray said. "First, they have to go to a
in their schools, Ogbunugafor received minimum of three of our speakers'
his internship on his own.
bureau sessions, three information ses"I got the internship mostly through sions, and one interview skills workshop
my department," he said. "I managed to and resume preparation session."
do well my first year and in the chemAccording to Gray, in speakers'
istry department, you find that you are bureau sessions, company representacatered to well when you do well. I was . tives speak to and answer questions
By TASHA STEWART
Hilltop Staff Writer _

'

from the students. ln information sessions, s,tudents get the chance to netwo(k
with corporate representatives. More
than 155 companies participate in both
ses~ions, which comprises of more than
390 different schedules, he said.
"CPD also offers professional skill
modules with various companies teaching different aspects of corporate life,"
Gray said. "In one module, Dow Jones
brings in publications teaching students
how to read the Wall Street Journal, and
how to use and understand the jargon of
the stock market. In the time management module, Franklin Planner comes
in. For the table etiquette module,
Tiffany brings in silverware and demonstrates how to use it.
"Without these requisite skill sessions, in many cases, it will be difficult
for them to get a summer internship," he

said.
Carol Dudley, coordinator for the
Career Development Office of the Dean
io the School of Communications,
prefers students go to a career counseling office, either her own, the School of
Business Center for Professional Development or the Career Services Office on
the second floor of the School of Communications.
"I think it is important to know the
student is focusing in their area of concentration•• not just trying to get an
internship because it's glamorous and
exciting," she said. "I think that if you
take this position seriously, in that you
are here to guide students to achieve
their ultimate professional goals, then
you want those students to come see you
before they set up internships."
See INTERN, B2
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CANDACE BATES
andace Bates may not
know exactly what her
major will be or where
she's going, but she knows her
faith will help her gel there.
"I know God bas a plan for me,"
Bates said with a far-off look. "So
many Blacks don't fear God, so
they don't worry about the consequences of their actions or care
about their future and what God
has planned," she said.
Notthis 18 year old from Garland,
Texas. Bates has goals for her first
year at Howard.
"I want to be able to depend on
myself more," she said. In the
close-knit community of Garland,
Bates was not allowed to do anything too out of the ordinary. And
she says her mother really didn't
need to dlscipline her in school.
She said, "'Remember what
you've been taught."'
One of the first Howard activities
Bates attended, the Campus Pals'
Ice Cream Social, dldn't receive
rave reviews from her.
"People go a little wild;' she said.
Her expectations were a bit dlfferent.
"HU created an image of a multitude of strong, black students with
focused, goal-oriented minds,"
Bates said, swearing off the night
clubs that many first-year students
cling to during weekend nights.
''In Toxas, there are a bunch of
gold-toothed guys at the clubs,"
she recalls. "Then you find out
they'r~ all freaks or married."
Upon arrival at the Quad, she
immedlately found the atmosphere
that the television show, "Different
World," created in the minds of
many freshmen. The dorm was
filled with future friendships and

C

the unity she wanted out of a Black
college.
"It's like a big family, like a faro•
ily reunion, like 'Soul Food,'"
Bates said in her·naturally high,
sweet voice.
Yet, Bates is afraid that she won't
be able to handle all that Howard
bas to offer.
"My biggest fear is of being lost
academically and socially." Still,
she said, "I want to leave having
accomplished something and
going on to accomplish more."
- Lynn Simmonds

CANDICE ED\\ARDS
ost freshmen begin college at the first age of
adulthood-18- and
have a hard time adjusting and
staying on track.
Not Candice Edwards, who
entered Howard at the age of I 6,
and seems to have everything
under control. A Brooklyn resident, she vows to never lose sight
of her goals to parties or other distractions. Before Howard, she was
told: "It's just a party school," and
she sees how that stereotype could
be made.
Howard was her mother's dream
school, but now Edwards claims it
as her own. Edwards' mother,
Arlene, persuaded her to call
Howard for an application, and in
an exasperated tone she said, "Oh,
alright, I'll call." Edwards cried
when she found out she was
accepted. She plans to major in
education.

M

Ed wards says her third grade
teacher had a great impact on her.
"If I got a 99 percent (on a test] ,
she'd say, 'Where's the other
point?' "
Edwards said she doesn't have a
role model, but that her mother
and third grade teacher have been
the most influential people in her
life.
She wanted to become an elementary school teacher since she
was four years old.
"I used to set up my stuffed animals and teach them. I'm so dramatic," she said laughing to herself.
Her friends have nicknamed the
helpful, sarcastic, yet focused
teenager "Candycane," "Mutt,"
and "Poo-Bear." She said she
plans to get four tattoos, and the
first one will be her nickname
"Candycane" tattooed around her
wrist. But she's worried about her
mother's reaction.
She said her mother told her,
"Don't come back here with any
holes or tattoos."
Her bracelets jingle as she uses her
bands to emphasize her enthusiastic speech.
She is the kind friend who always
has something funny to tell and
keeps you !al.king longer than you
expected. "Did I tell you this story
already?" she asks, always ready
to share an experience.
Classifying herself as neither a
leader or a follower, Edwards
views herself as an observer. The
words on a little refrigerator magnet guide her. It says, "Don"t walk
behind me, I may not lead. Don't
walk in front of me, I may not follow. Just walk beside me and be
my friend."

- LYNN SIMMONDS

McCAULEY,jivm Bl
you have to be able to deal on both a
Black and White level," he said.
Robert is confident his experience
with both cultures will help him with
the year ahead.
Despite having an undecided
major, he said, "I have to do well or
else I'm back home." The teethrevealing smile that once plastered his
face has faded as be sits back. He
seems relaxed as his eyes stare into
space. "I'm going to do my best."

--JASON T. SMITH

DODSON,from Bl
after winning free music lessons in
the sixth grade.
'I enjoyed it,• she said, as if
reminiscing about her experience.
She pretended to cradle an imaginary accordion while proclaiming
thatshe played more thanjust polka.
There are no boundaries in
Dodson's selection of music. She
likes rock, techoo, alternative, R&B
and rap. She's also looking forward
to hitting D.C.'s club scene.
For now, this mechanical engineering major is giving herself time
to adjust, since this is the only time
she has ever been away from home.
'I was homesick the first night,• sbe
said.
Memories of her mothei; who
Dodson says is her role model,
inspire her to do well. She said, 'I
really admire someone who would
give so much." Dodson's mothei; a
Guam native, raised her alone. Her
Black American father lives in
Philadelphia.
There's little about Dodson that

she would try to hide from others.
"I'm really open. Usually if you
talk to me for a while you'll know a
lot [about me]," she said, smiling.

--LYNN SIMMONDS
SHANNON.from Bl
tion, be replies with a smile, ''For me,
it's lovely, because at my old school
the ratio of girls to boys was pretty
bad. Jt was a Jot of cats and no mice."
During high schooL Brian played
the trumpet in marching band, studied Latin, .wrote poetry.and made the
varsity wrestling team. "I get a strong
work ethic from my parents," he said.
Brian sustained more than his share
of injuries from wrestling, includlng
a dlslocated shoulder; quaky knees
and an arthritic neck. Two steel pins
still reside in his right shoulder.
Choosing Howard on the recommendation of friends and the
strength of the School of "B," Brian
comes to the University brimming
with dreams ofone day managing his
own business. He counts the financial
success of Detroit's large Arabic population as his inspiration. ''Unlike
Black people sometimes, they support
their own people," he said. " Their
kids have nice cars, private education.
We should be the ones owning something, too."
- BRIAN J. COX

MITCHELL,.from Bl
versions, "Ghetto Spice" and
"Pink-head Spice.''
Coco's jazz major doesn't
restrict her musical tastes which
also include R&B, rap, alternative,
gospel and jungle. "Music is in my
family. Music is my passion," she

said. Both her parents were fulltime DJ's when she was younger'.
She said music gives her the urge
and medlum to do her two favorite
activities, singing and dancing.
Coming from an American private high school in a suburban area
of London, Coco believes her
biggest obstacle will be focusing on
school. She says, "I was warned
about Negroes trying you and trifling females," but she pushed those
ideas aside. Coco said, "I chose
Howard for its culture and diversity. I wanted to further my understanding of (the] race."
"This is cool,'' Coco said,
explaining her feelings of Howard.
"Trifling and ignorant people don't
make it this far."

-·LYNN SIMMONDS

Love Sizzles
in Jamaica
STELLA,from Bl
with Angela Bassett and beasinaedible as a Jamaican,"'
Sullivan said. He discovered
Diggs performing a leading role in the
play "Rent."
"I looked under every rock and
it was Toye's chemistry with Angela's
that sold and made the deal."
The supporting cast includes
Regina King as Vanessa, Stella's viva:-·
cious younger sister and Suzanne
Douglas as Angela, her pregnant,
more coocemed sistec
"How Stella Got Her Groove ,
Back," allows audiences to see that '
"Black people can Jove each odiet
even on the big screen.

Career Services Explains the Value of
Summer Internships to College Students
INfERN, From Bl

According to Dudley, the Career
Development Office accepts internships students bring to them, but iuso
maintains hundreds of internship listings. Students with resumes can
browse those listings, to determine
their area of interest. Dudley then
compiles internship information
packets.
"About 70 percent of our students interned this past summer," she
said. "It's a high number because our
students recognize the importance of
getting that hands-on experience."
Internships are also available
through the Career Services Office.
The office offers on-campus recruitment when approximately 150
employers come to the office to interview students with related majors and
degree requirement for full-time jobs
and internships. To register with the

NATURAL MOTION
5332 Georgia Avenue NW
Washington, DC 2001 I
(202) 723-1667

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

SPECIAL

office, receive the registration packet, and be eligible to interview with
employers. students must submit ten
copies of their resume to the office.
Official registration starts Sept. 8.
The office also holds a Career
Day on Oct. 7 in the Blackburn Center ballroom.
Although Ogbunugafor hasn't
used the Career Services Office
before, he said he appreciates their
intentions.
Thomas Butler, a sophomore
chemistry major, went to the Career
Services Office, but found as a fresh.
man, it dldn~ help him much. He said
many of the employers he talked to
weren't looking for chemistry majors,
and those that were wanted more
experienced people.
"When I would tell them I was a
freshman and they would respond
they were looking for juniors, it was
kind of dlsappointing. But it was def•
initely a learning experience, because

McNair Program

Thursday's ONLY

RBSBARCH OPPORTUNXTXBS

Relaxer ,vith Wrap

it gives them something to remember
you by. So next year, they already
know your face and when someone
comes back and I approach them,
t.Qcy might say. 'I remember you. •
You're a sophomore now. so let's talk." .
Butlersaid getting involved with .
the Career Services Office could pro- :
vide students with an edge on the
competition.
''When I went out on my own, I
had to compete with not only the peo- ·
pie in career services, but with peo- ·
pie in the world," he said. "You have :
an advantage with Career Services •
because employers are on campus '
looking ror you, not just people sending their resumes in. When you apply
for an internship through the mail, all
they know is what is on papei; but if
you go through Career Services and •
make a good impression, then you ,
have a distincl advantage."

FOR ALL MAJORS

Ben•e fit s :

\

$ 2. 400 Stipend/

6 Weeks Research Experience!
P11blish e d R esearc h /
ROOM ANO BOARDt
Workshops I

Only $25
Yes!!!!
$25

:fflentorlnat
GRE Training!

Soc ial and Cultural Events!

Eligibility Requirements
(

Call Today for your appoi11t111e11t

Special Good through October 1, 1998
t

,'

• Low - income and first-generation .
• U .S. ci t izen or a pcnnanent r esident of the U .S.
• Junio r s t.anding by the end o .Cthe S ummer '98 s emes ter ( 6 0 c redits).
• Will n o t g raduat.c before December '99.
• Inte nd to pursue a doc toral degree ( Ph .D .).
• Min imum 3 .0 grade point a verage .
· D e adlin e: Tuesday, September 8.
F <>r JnOre info nnalion :
.
Ron ald E. M eNalr P ostbaccalaunatc Ach icvetncn t r rognm
Graduate School o f A ns & Scie n ces Room 307
W u h il1$ton , OC 20059
( 2 02) 806-4708

i

~

J
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- Good Feelings from 'Heaven'

Music
. Review
CRUCIAL CONFLICT
Good Side, Bad Side
LABEL: Pallas
FEATURED ARTISTS: none
PRODUCTION: artist

tongue twisting lyrical flows on
their sophomore effort, "Good
Side, Bad Side."
While trying 10 shy away from
being compared 10 the rapidly
versed Bone Thugs-N-Harmony,
Conflict has lyrically achieved their
goal with ski llfully appealing
tracks: ''Da Bidness," "Like This,"
and their current single,. "Scummy."
Conflict's well written and delivered rhymes on HGood Side ..."
saves their album from being buried
by their unimaginative approach to
production. Though the music composition exhibits equal energy and
animation 10 their debut, "Good

By JENNIFER ANDERSON
Hilltop Staff Writer

Re-emerging for round two of
the rodeo enters Kilo, Cold Hard,
Neva and Wild Style of Crucial
Conflict.
This Chicago-based foursome,
whose gold album, ''The Final Tic,"
and I996 party anthem, "Hay,"
brought them instant success, have
returned wit h sou thern-esq ue

Side ..." production favored the
bad side, displaying a minimum
amount of growth. This is a disappointing factor when considering
the creative originality of the production on the previous album.
While "Faceless Ones," is lyrically superior, the music leaves
much to be desired and could classify the entire track as mediocre.
However, this is on ly a minor set
back. "Good Side, Bad Side"
proves Crucial Conflict has long
escaped the danger of being one-hit
wonders.

<-

20 .Q UESTIONS
1. Is it just us or did Mary J. Blige run out of throat lozenges during the recording of her "Live" album?
Z. Why did Vibe magazine spend so much time and money making Blaze when all they needed to do was
photocopy The Source?

\

many of the major social issues and the biuerness of daily life.
affecting native tribes all o,•er the Humor and irony show up, but are
country. Alexie puts in a lin le of al ways overshadowed by the
everything: alcoholism, Caucasian omniprese111 cloud of doubt. Still,
prejudice against the first Ameri- hope manages 10 shine through the
cans, almost universal unemploy- cracks.
ment, differences between "reserSome readers will recognize the
vation I.ndians" and "city Indians," similarities between Alexie's reserand the contrast between present vation
spiritual and economic poverty and
and the decayed areas of many
the proud traditions of the past.
American cities. Richard Wright
One main character, Victor fights and Ralph Ellison also wrote tales
with alcoholism and his father's of pain and hopelessness: Alexie
departure early in his life. In the just manages 10 inject humor into
story, "This Js What II Means to h1s.
Say, Phoenix Arizona," he looks at
"The Lone Ranger. . ." though
his existence and asks, "Whatever serious, has tales worth telling,
happened 10 the tribal ties, the sense reading and watching. The movie
of community?" The only real thing vers ion of thi s book, entitled
he shared with anybody was a bot• "Smoke Signals." recently won the
Ile and broken dreams.
Sundance Film Festival prize for
Alexie manages to bring a wide best film, and is presently showing
range of emotions into play. Char- at various independent movie housacters show anger, frustration, love, es nationwide.
confusion, some wonder and a little joy. The people in "The Lone
Ranger..." can laugh at themselves

By P.'CHRISTOPHER
WINFIELD
Hilltop Staff Writer
111 I 1 t1

J

·

If you're
a11, fan
of books with
ll
l it '
happy endings mat leave you feclihg, g~) psidc~'"l'he Lone Ranger
and Tonto Fistfight in Heaven" may
not ,be. your
c\};c' ,o~ tea.
fl-'
Based on aul or herman Alexie's
life exper\leRc'bs on an "Indian"
l
r .H1
Reservation, 'The Lone Ranger . .
." describes the 'lives of an afflictect,people with.blunt honesty, sharp
images· an/J frue, heart-felt emotion. There's no;,room for Hollywood ending here.
Set' in the present day Coeur
d' Al~ne'''Tndian" Reservation near
Spokane, Wash., the community
e)lperiences an overwhelming
depression bul uses wry humor,
grim reality as well as memories
and dreams of a better life 10 gel
through.
''The Lone Ranger . .." features
J

-;',

3. If roaches are supposed to scatter when the lights come on. why are so many of y'all still chilling in
front of the towers? Where's I.be Combat when you need it?
4. For some people Jiving virtually in the projects, you Drew Hailers sure are proud. Dreeeeeww

Haaaaaall!

The Undergraduate Student Assembly Presents...

5. Why is the whole country tripping because the President found a way to get his groove back?
6. Can't imerns afford dry cleaning?
7. Do fat guys have more fun or what? Whal traumatic experience did Big Pun endure that led him from
190 pounds, diesel and fine 10 400 plus and living up to his name by truly punishing the senorita that has to
sleep with him?

8. On the rare occasion that cafeteria goers really want two entrees, why do the lunch ladies refuse 10 give
them up like they were looking forward to left overs?
9. Why is it that when artists careers fail they seem to find God-Rev. Run, Rev. Hammer?
10. Why are so many sistas rocking kinky curls (weaves) walking around saying they've gone "natural?"
I'm saying, if it has to be glued or stitched it's far from being au natural.
11. Why does Howard have so much money but the Hilltop is still using computers from 1966?

12. How is it that Lauryn Hill can find the time lo build a steady relationship, make babies, establish herself
as an activist and put out a bomb album while Pras is just now recording a solo album that only his cousin
Clef is gonna buy anyway?
13. And what is that "thing." that Lauryn is talking about?
14. A)Why do the O.C. girls wear those skin-tight truck-fit wannabe Versace jeans--stretch, of course--that
hold in the sweat that's built up through the dya?
B)Why do those D.C. guys wear those torn-up tee-sh.iris with jackets around tlleir chests?
1S. Why does Maxwell's "Embrya" sound like the tracks that didn't make the cut to his first album? And

who told him he could have three and four names to every song? And who told him he looked good in a
bathtub?

~ -, BACKTOS

16. How many middle-aged women look good enough to snag a guy who looks like Toye Diggs? Be real.
17. How many 20-year-old guys can get a 20-year-old girl who looks as good in a baiter top as Angela Bassett does now?

18. How many of you stood in line all day to get registered on ly to find out you were in the wrong line and
had to do it all again the next day?
19. How can the administration say that only validated students cao move into campus housing when students can't get validated until they move in?
20. Speaking of Validated, what's up with these new world order styled HU id cards. Could ii be a C-O-NSpiracy?

To write for the Tempo section call
Sufiya or Jennifer at
806-6866.
t1y fe//,v
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Issues: Student Code of Conduct
Student Activity Fee Increase
Date:

Wednesday,.Sept.2, 1998

Place: Blackburn Auditorium
Time: 6pm

TO ALL RECOGNIZED
STNDENT
ORGANIZATIONS
•

'

All requests for organizational funding during the
1998-99 school year should be fore warded to
HUSA by September 15 ! Budget requests should
be picked-up at the HPSA office in the Blackburn
Center ·S uite 102 bet'Yeen the hours of 9am - 5pm.
All questions should be directed to Yvette Carnell
,a t 6/4134.·

HUSA

,.

' .
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No End to Bison Footliali' New Coach Brings High
Hopes for Men's Basketball

Players still at work during·summer sessiipn, "J
Orlando, Fla. are gravely needed.
Senior Ray Samp~n from Durham,
N. C. re1urned IOifel~ this season,
af1er breaking hiu1rm last seas.9n.
Recupera1ed and' m ~od fiealth,
he will prove to ~ \)'vi1al as~el to
the 1eam.
, , , \I f
Senior All-American defensive
lineman, Marques...Ooltj:las from
Greensboro, NJcJ laid h'b, wit,
nessed ou1s1and~e~wol'.k, so
far, and would likf!? sqe thepo"!;th
1hat the learn has made from las1
season to now, inJh0'irs1 game.
The 1eam hope$ thpt discipline
and determinatiof \~ill lead them
10 place higher in t!Je ~
e! n1 .
Alhletic Confe1tnc and it is
hoped 1hat ii makes it 10 a championship.
•
~.... • -

because 1emperatures were climbing 10 100 degrees. When ii gels
tbat warm and athletes are spending countless hours in 1be sun,
beallh must be a consideration.
During summer prac1ices players
removed some of their pads 10 combal 1he heal and remain heallhy.
The 1eam sustained few minor
injuries and should be at full
s1rcng1h by their firsl game next
Saturday at Greene Stadium.
Head coach Steve Wilson said he
"... hopes 1he 1eam can return this
season with the same energy tha1
they ended las1 season with." The
1eam ended last season winning six
of it's last seven games.
With a 1ough September schedule,
the skills of returning seniors such
as All-American quarter back Tod
While from Baton Rouge, La. and
starli ng center, Fred Ray from

By ADRIENNE TRICE
Hilltop Staff Writer

To be a 1rue Howard Bison, one
must display discipline and dedication. The men who represent
Howard University on the football
team arc 1rue Howard Bison. They
have demonstrated both discipline
and dedication by relurning early.
on Aug. 13 during the summer
weeks. While most of Howard's
studenlS were finishing inlernships,
working, going to summer school,
reclining in the sun or watching
"Days of Our Lives," the football
team was getting suited up for a rigorous workout
If you know D.C. then you know
how bot it gets during the summer.
The coaches of 1he 1eam had to
scale back some of the workouts

t~s

NCAA Grants Athletes Opportunity to Work
other depar1ments wi 1bin their
school. II also prohibits freshman
from gettingjobs, siting tha1 it will
provide them a transitional period.
The issue evokes mixed feelings
in coaches and a1hle1es, alike.
Some believe it will create chaos,
while others believe it necessary.
Still 01hers do not think the new
rule will make a difference.
Wrestling Coach and Sports
Nutritionist, Paul Cotton says he
can see the issue from bo1h angles.
From the experience of being an
athlete himself, he underslands
that, for some, getting a job is an
absolute necessity.
"Full scholarships don't cover
everything," said Canon, "scholarships don'1 cover deodoranl and
1oothpas1e, ilems all coaches wanl
their athleles lo have plenty of!"
If a full scholarship athlete does
not have the option of calling borne
for money, he or she has no other
source of finance outside of what
the school covers, according to the
coach. No money for the basics
such as soap, laundry de1ergent,
and lotion, not to mention 1he
movies, a burger or any other social
activities.
From a coaching standpoint, Col•
ton believes coaches wanl their student-a1hletes to be students first
and ath1e1es second. As a coach, he
is concerned that having a job will
put a drain on the individual and
cause him or her to suffer academically and in their athletic perfor-

By EBONY D. WIDTE
Hilltop Staff Writer

-·

..

This summer the NCAA revised
a rule which preven1ed full scholarship athletes from having jobs
during the academic year, granting
all alhletes the opportunity to work.
"We don't have 10 be broke anymore!• exclaimed Kim Ford, a
player for the women's baske1ball
team.
Denyse Montrose, a swimmer,
agrees with Ford that the new rule
is a good idea.
Up until this fall, athle1es on full
scholarships were 001 allowed to
work. Now, full and partial scholarship athletes may earn up to
$2,000 over the cost of living at
their learning institution. Controversy arose because different
schools, factoring in living expenses along with tuition, may have
larger coslS. fur this reason a cap
was set at $2.000.
The long-standing rule was given
the boot Wednesday, Aug. 19 and
started to take effecl in the beginning of the 1998 fall season. Revision of the rule was introduced
and defeated in 1995. It was la1er
passed in 1997. and placed on a
one year moratorium to determine
if there would be too many major
complications.
Restrictions prohibit a1hle1es
from working in the department of
athletics, bul allow them 10 work in

mance, as well. However, be
believes that student-athletes working may not necessarily be negative depending upon the type ofjob
1hey get. If they obtain a job which
allows them lime to study, like silting at a hotel reception desk with
a 1extbook plas1ered on lhe front
counter, the studenl may actually
spend more time studying than he
or she normally would.
The argument for 1he rule is that
it removes some of lbe reslrictions
on athle1es and allows them the
freedom of regular students. But
regular s1udents do not go th practice everyday, and games and meets
throughout the week, and weekends. Bui partial scholarshi[> athletes have to practice and go to
games and meets, as well, and they
wece allowed to have jQbs before
the new ruling.
"It doesn'I really make a difference," said Rhoan Hill, a football
player, who along with other athletes, agrees with coach Couon
that the new legislation has the
potential to be both helpful and
hurtful. Hill. who plans to go ou1
and look for a job says that between
classes, practices, games, and
study hall, having a job could be a
mighty stre1ch, and ii may not
change a lot of things because
many feel ii is too hard 10 work,
participate in athletics and maintain an acceptable GPA.

By ADRIENNE TRICE
Hilltop Staff Writer

After having a 1997-1998 losing
season, finishing eighth overall in
lhe Mid Eas1ern Athlelic Conference wilh a record of 6-1 3, change
was a necessi1y. Howard University warmly welcomes a much-needed new addition 10 the men's basketball learn. This season, the learn
will be led by new Head Coach
Kirk Saulny.
Born in New Orleans in 1957.
Saulny was an oulStanding foo1ball
and basketball player al McDonough High School. Upon graduating from McDonough. he went to
Southeas1ern Louisiana to play baske1ball, where he received a BA in
Secondary Education in 1979.
Saulny comes to Howard from
the University of North Carolina in
Wilming1on, where he served as
assis1ant head coach since 1995.

Be.fore being named bead coach at
Howard on June 10, this year, he
served as an assistanl coach a1four
differenl Division I schools. By
coaching at various schools such as
Tulane from 198 1 10 1985, New
Orleans from 1985 10 1987, Columbia from I 988 10 1994, and UNC
Wilming1on from 1994 to 1998,
Saulny brings to Howard an abundance of experience.
He has accomplished a IOI during
his various coaching jobs. While
coaching a1 Columbia University,
he helped to build a solid program
and under his leadership during the
1992-1993 baske1ball season,
Columbia University finished second in lhe.Ivy League Conference
with 17 wins and nine losses.
Saulny said his goals for the learn
are •to make some immedia1e
improvemen1s, by conditioning and
working on skill levels, then shoo1ing for a championship."
Academics is a major concern for
Saulny. Now, he is in negotia1ions

with Riggs Bank to persuade it to
donale money 10 the men's basketball program for lap 1op computers
10 1ake with them on away games.
Since his arrival with bis wife
Helen and son Kristopher, Saulny
said he has been impressed with
Howard's faculty, administration,
s1udents and athletic department,
and is ela1cd 10 be a1 the University.

Men's Soccer, Cross Country
Expected to Keep Titles
Maryland-Eastern Shore.
The winning stra1egy1
Hilltop Staff Writer
"To maximize wha1 we have." said Mouhrie.
The same stra1egy will be utilized for this year's men's
Following a championship 1997 season, the men's soccer team. Although 1hey have los1 three key playcross country and soccer 1earns say they're looking for- ers from last season--goal keeper Andre Virtue, forward 10 keeping their 1i1les.
ward Michael Lawrence, and mid fielder Kofi Boxhill,
The cross country team, coached by William Moul- who all managed to rack-up an estimated 15 poinls per
trie, finished first in the Mid-Eas1ern A1hle1ic Confer- game-- the team is adding eighl new players, Landy
ence Fall Championships, while the soccer learn. said.
coached by Keith Tucker and assis1ant coach Cunis . No changes will bew made 10 the program and coachLandy, look 1he lead in the Mid-Contiocm Conference ing efforts this season. Landy believes tha1 in order to
Championships.
carry 1he winning spirit and atti1ude oflast season over
Moultrie said anolher ou1s1anding performance will 10 this season, this year's team musl work harder
not be difficult for this year's cross coumry 1eam. because 1hey are now defendams of a title. He said be
which has no1 lost any runners from las1 season.
feels 1he main issue is 10 ge1 1be younger players to
"Winning is nothing new•• said Moultrie, explaining "develop continuily with the new teams.• With the
he is dedica1ed 10 1he idea that qualified runners and right auitudc and new freshman, 1he 1eam will go furgreat work e1hics make a winning performances. Now 1hcr than the previous year, Landy said.
tha1 the team has last year's title under its belt, he said
Gregory Simmons, who. according 10 the coach, is
he believes i1 is aware or their capabili1ies and hopes leaning 1oward becoming an All-American, and Ray1ha1 lhey "know what 1hcy need 10 do."
mond Goodleu are expected 10 lead the team this seaWhile obser vers expec1ed the emire 1eam 10 do well , son.
some of the 1eam's s1ar performances were expec1ed to
American Unive:sily. ranked wi1hin 1he lop 10 in the
come from Issac Sugu1and Richard Baiywo, who fin- country, and 1he Universi1y of Maryland represenl the
ished second and third place, respcc1ively, last year. 1eam's toughest competition. Ano1her key competilor
Mike Zipf, who will rel urn 10 the learn for a second sea- is Virginia Commonweahh University.
son, is expec1ed to join Kenyon Link and Drew AnderB01h 1eams and coaches hope Howard s1Udents will
son in keeping lasl year's momcnlum alive.
support 1hem in 1hcir winning cffor1s by ancnding their
Some of 1he 1eam's fiercest competi1ors for 1he fall games.
will be Coppin State and Hamp1on Universily, as well
as Florida A&M Universily and the Universily of
By EBONY D. WHITE

HOY#ARD UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Here's your chance to WIN LOTS OF GREAT PRIZES
at the Navigators Campus Christian Fellowship Giveaway!
Simply fill out and submit the survey form below.
Visit the Na..,Jgators website at www.gospctcom.net/na;vs/aae

Prizes include thi s S chwinn M esa• GS Mou n tain

A SONY Discman
Portable CD Pl ayer

Bike which features:

o r this 13" ColorTV
with Built- In VCR &
Remote which features:

D - 171C which
features:

I O Playback Mode

• Schwin n
Ride Tuned'"
Design Cunom
Aluminum Frame
RST 2 6 1 Suspension Fork fo.nurcs Lc;adlng
0

Axle D~stgn w / Alloy Legs, Crown and Brue
Shimano 2 1-Speed Acer-a/Altus Oet:tillcur System w /Gl'ip
Shift MRX 170 Shifters
• Tcktro Direct Pull Alloy Br-akes wfTektl"O Alloy L~cl"s

22 Tnck A.MS Programming
Automatic Volume Limiter ·

System (AVl.$)
I -bit DA Convenor

Oigltal M E GA 8ASS

r----------------I

•• ·

I

Pl ease follow these g uldcHncs:

Submit your neatly cut, completed survey entry to the box of
Chaplain Eugene Burrell located in the off;ce of the D eon o(
Chapel In the Comegic Building before the Friday, September

I.

If y ou could ask God anything what would it ber
d •
~ I

2.

Do you think that Jesus has -.,,ny r e levance to you todayl

I I th drawing.

You must be o CURRENT VALI DATED STUDENT
ot tile time of the drowinf.

Over 500 tickets will be given away
• for the star-studded Jammtn· Aga inst the
Darkness event to held at t h e MCI Center o n
September I 2 , 1998 at 7:00PM. Meet NBA

3.

Stars a nd Mascots
a l ong with Gospel
r ecording
artists John r.
Kee, dcTatk
and many

4.

Only one entry pe r votidoced student. MultJple e ntries ore
groundJ (or dlsquoli(icotion.

How familiar ar;e you with the Biblel (circl e one)
·~ 1f
u
very familiar
' '
not at all fam iliar
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Students who have entered must be pre s e nt
at drawing In ordor to win prizes ..

Is there 'a.('lythlqg about the "Christian message" or
" C hristianity" which bugs you?
1 ~
I
,

S.

d Jt

For 1nore lnfor•
matlon about

6.

J ammin' Against
the D arkness ca.II
301.386.8233 or visit

7.

The Jammin" Championship
Living 3-on-3 Basketball
Tournament

Arc chcrc any C~ris't ians you admire? If so.Who?

m orel

I

f '

r

*

wlU be h e ld on Septemb er 12th, 1998 o n
Constttutton Avenue. Any Howa,rd University maJe

Can we call & talk to you more about y our beliefs &
opinions! I• yes _ _
l I no _ _ maybe _ _
Would you be in terested in a Bible study about t h e claims o f
yes__
no_ _

Jesus Christ?

the J.'.\mmin' w ebsite at:
jammin '•sjm.com

To participate. s imply fill out this survey and fol low the guidelines as directed. T h e drawin g w lll
be on Friday, September I Ith at 5:30 pm In
Andrew Ran kin Chapel . SEE YOU THERE!!

:-,

Print or type out the survey neatly and completely.

• I,S .. Mesa Riser Handlebar w /Alloy 25 Degree Rise A- He.ad Stem

AND THAT~$ NOT ALLI

...

WHAT Do You THINKZ

I

Nam<!! _ ___,_ _ __ _;__ _ _ _ Phone _ __ _ __ _

or femal e team that enters. makes It to the finals. and
plays In the Championship gam e at the MCI Center.
wlll have their teams' enny fee of $85.00
reimbursed b y Chaplain Burrell W I N OR LOSE.

Entry forms can be obtained from the Carnegie Bid.,
Drew Hall. and the Blackburn Cen ter.

Oorm/Address,-.l_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ __
E-mail _ _.,../c.__ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ Major _ __ _ _ __
I

t

Fresh.

Soph.

Jnr.

Snr.

Gr.1d,

Other

L-----------------------------~

ca11

1-800-YOU- DUNK

ror more
Information on the lammln" Championshi p Living
3-on-3 Basketball Tournam e nt.

-THE HILLTOP.I 1FJUDAY, Au.cusr
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INSTANT CREDIT
-

~~~t,e, Guaranteed Credit C~r.ds ,; f~_th Credit Limits
':,t1-1~
Up To $10,00P iWfttriin Days!
No CREorr, No Jo£3 , No PAREfiT Sre~ER, No S ECUl<J'TY D EPOSIT!

no credit. bad

cl!l:r·l t. no income~?-=--

lf You lfhinl<'fOU
Can't Get'~.Credit
Card, TI,i~;~in.

11.,.1-1

>'E...tll/

)
<'

MasterCard

Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

r:--------------------------------------------------------~
I
I
ORDER FORM

I
I

I wa nt Credit Cards immedi ately. GUARANTEED APPROVAL
CRA, PO Bo x 16662 , ATLANTA, GA 3032 1

YES!

r ,.

ar11c .................... .... ........................................................ ............................................. ........... ........................................................................ ................. ,............
•

!1

I

Al.1<.J, C~!>., .. , , ..... , .. •.....•... , ..•.. , .. , . .•. • .•••. , ....... ;. , , •.. •.. •.... •, •,, ... , ..... , ••. , .••.•• •... , •.. · •··~· •, -~••..•. •..... ; ... , .
II
Ci l} .. ... .. ...... ............ ..... ... ... .... ... . .. .. .. ... ·~ .. .. ..•. . ............................... ...... ·. .. .. Slalc ... ;................................... .
1••••• • •,, ••••• • , • , ••• • •• , , , • • • •• ,

.

.

. . ................................... ·•· .....·····•· ... .. .
1/.If)

.

. ... , . . .. . . .. . . . .•• . . ..

·•••··., •.. •• · .... , .. ,

.

"S1g11:tl l1r c... ........ .. .... . ... ..... . ... .. •.. .. . .• . .................. ........... .............. ,.. .. .... .... .. .. .. .... .. . .. .. .. .. .... ... .. ...• .. ... ... . .. ... ... .. .. ... ..•. .•. ... ............ ,.. ...................................

Tired of Bein Turned Down?

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

.I

I
\

IJ

-x.

·•..~/1[/ii11;.: ..~({ll tl\' .,

October 23 - 31, 1998
•

•

October'23

;,.,1r. 1iss I Iowa. d, Pageant

7pm

( ·, amlon Aud1tori um

Please sub it on 11
dled census form to
the 0~ ~e of S1 d e nt Activities ASAP!

October 24

I loward Bison Vs. N C' Agg,cs
1lomecommg Coronation Ball

!pm
7pm

Crarnton Stad1un1
Blackbun1 l3allroom

In <icr to be isted in the 1998- 1999
Orgoniz lion
irectory. a ll orgoniZotions
must hove on file on up-doted CENSUS
FORM!

October 25

Call to Chapel
Al urnn / Fasht.01.1 Show & Bn mch
Gospel Qoncet1
L1bat1on Ceremony
Fireworks Explosjon

I lam
TBA
Sprn
8pm
<Jpm

Andi ~w l{ankm Chapel
·1 BA

October 26

Artistry m Motion

7pm

TBA

October 27

Comedy Show

8pm

Cramton Aud itorium

October 28

Step Show

7pm

Burr Gymnasium

Octobe1 29

Fash tpf\r:Sl~~A.H'V

7pm

C'ram ton Aud1to num

October 30

Tom Joyner Morning Show Live
2nd Annua ltEamiLy Reunion
Pep Rally
Hom1ecbm'/n~
·5, 'Coi-1Wr-:~rLe rt

6am
12pm
5pm
8prn

Cramton A udi torium
Main Upper Q uad
Gr eene Stadium
Cramton At1d1torium

The George Washington University
Center for Career·Education

MAKE IT LEGAL
,\'I I' '\ l'IU'1ll ( ,J,; (;\\'

...

Cramton Audi tonum
l\,1a In l I ppcr Q uad
l'vla111 Upper QHad

IL, "l 1\ 5,1,T/\NT Lll'..ilflL'\TL

C,\X' offa, thl' rt-:il-\\orld

pnmits. (;radu.t1c wi.th

ceruficJlc th .It prepare,

lq :.i l ,kill; ,,on ploytr,
w.111 1.

Apprnvctl

)'OU

hi• the ADA,
c;\X" , n:ttlnn-

for ., legal

career. ll•ch•
clor', dcitrc<: i,

:tll)' rcCllj:!·

requi red.

1\i1.t·<I prt,,

■The

Columb,.111

by ,·xpcricnccd

School of Art,

■bkc

j five rour"ic\ co undcrgr;1du-

sc mc,tcr o r as your schcdu ldatcs 11lro ugh 1hc con<ortourn
IVIAl-.l /\ ,: A SL F()I\ YOLII\ ~LIC:C.f.~~[NR.01.1.

:,;uw.

hlr fl\Ort 1r1fonnauon and 10 n::cc1\'c a 1:,,11 '98 carnloje,,

Call (202) 973-1175
Wch \\WW.gwu.edut -cce

E•m:td: ccc.(o w,vw.Rwu .<·du

Hcg1>1r;ulon bc~i n) Aug l 7 ■ Cl.lv\c,:., hewn ~cp I

ie;e
. !E~~~fW

,;

.ind Sc,cncc, ofkr,

thc

whok pro~r:im in one

'.The

, i f'(I"

c;w·,

g,r:un •~ taugh t
:111orncy,.

:i

October 3 I

lOi>

~lr. blu<.

z

(

Homecomit1g.iP.aracle
8am
M arked Route
,.
t,;0 tf.>H'w ""t. inc
H all of Faine Breakfast
9am
TBA
B ison"RQulldW:f\m..,.
I Oam
Greene Stad ium
Hom ecoming Football Game
12 pm
GTeene Stadium
J loward Bison Vs Norfolk Spanam,
c. ' u°'( o ; 'lo!lf.l iS l1
r.~
Post-game Festixa •
J\,1ain Upper Quad
,. ni b"l:1l~,!>rni !>d UO'(
'(

(,~·1r1

CHECRiOUT

Wl'lll:c0bll11G 1t1Lim:

--

c~mcr lor C;1rcl·r Edm:.u1011
2029 K Strcc o. NW S uite 6UO
\1'15h111~1on. DC 20IXl6

·'

••
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T HE HILLTOP

First-Year Students
Aiming to Fend-off

'Freshman 15'
Students, Experts Cite Campus Food
as a Source of Weight Gain
By TEKIAE \\¼RREN
Hilltop Staff Writer

New students are flocking to
coll ege campuses around the
nation, many of whom feel overwhelmed by unfamiliar environments, loads of responsibility, and
nothing short of sheer frustration.
One side-effect of their new fastpaced li festyle is the phenomenon
known as "Freshman 15": the sudden gain of 15 or more pounds.that
many first-year students experience.
Experts say the cause of frrst- .
year weight gain varies, and the
high demands of college life and
stress that such a high-impact
li festyle causes leaves little time
for students to maintain healthy
diets.
The majority of first-year
Howard University studems live
on-campus, di ne on the campus
meal plans. and do not own vehicles. Some freshmen said the high
fat content of the cafeteria ·s food is
the key source of their weight gain.
"I gained twenty pounds when
I came to Howard;' said junior
broadcast journalism major Erica
Hankerson. "At home I was smaller, but when I came here I started
to gain weight. l think that it is
because of the quality of food we
receive,'' said Hankerson, adding
that the food she ate at home was of
higher quality and had a lower fat
content. "More likely they buy their
foods in bulk at a discount, which
probably means that it isn't necessarily the most nutritious [items of
food]."
Sara Blumenthal, a private
nutritionist, said the biggest problem on college campuses is the
quality of the food. "Lousy, cheap
food is at all universities, not just at
Howard. b111 from Harvard down to

Montgomery College.
"TI1c food's quality isn't good,"
Blumenthal said, adding that cafeterias often use cheaper foods with
a large quruitities of white flour and
sugars- key elements that cause
students to gain weight.
Blumenthal estim ated that
between 50 and 60-percent of her
cl ient's weight problems began
while they were in college.
Franklin R. Ampy. a biology
department professor, sa id the
weight gain may be psychological,
due to frustrations sparked by a
transition to a new environment.
"Freshmen probably are eating
· more junk foods and are eat ing
large amounts of cafeteria foods,
which have higher contents of
sugar," Ampy said.
But Blumenthal. urging students to eat more fruits and salads,
said that some responsibility must
be placed on the choices made by
the stud ents. Cafeter ias on
Howard 's campus are buffet style,
therefore the choices that students
make are ultimately their own.
"The ingredients that we use
arc of the highest quality... grade-A
quality;· said Steven Gibbs, general manager of the Howard University Dining Services. '"We are in
compliance with all the standards
placed on us by the United States
Department of Agric ulture
(USDA)."
Gibbs insists that students must
make better choices about what
they consume in the cafeteria. "We
usuaUy give students a choice of
two main dishes ruid a vegetarian
dish and offer a salad bar."
''II is mainly about choices,
whether [studems are] at home or
on a college campus. it is about the
choices we make about the foods
we eat;· Gibbs said.

Health Center Prepares for Move
By TEKlAE WARREN
Hilltop Staff Writer

Working hard to find more
efficient and improved ways 10
serve the Howard University
commun ity. the Howard University Student Health Center offers
an array of free educational health
tools and services.
For example, the Women's
Health Clinic offers many gynecological services, including testing and treatment for sexual) y
transmitted diseases, pregnancy
testing, and breast examinations.
In order to receive contraceptives, which are offered at a
reduced cost of $2 to $5. students
must attend the center·s 30minute contraceptive class, which
is offered several ti mes a week.
The center also provides a
free condom distribution program. and urges students to take

The Undergraduate Student Assembly Presents...

advantage of the low-cost contrceptivcs that are ava ilab le.
"STD "s are the number one thing
here at the Health Center," said
Lynette Mundey, associate director of medical services.
Once students obtain a referal from the Health Clinic, they are
eligible to receive free treatment
from the Dental Clinic. in which
junior and senior dental students
perform all services under the
supervision of physicans in the
College of Dentistry.
Students seeking advice on
losing weight can join "Weight
No More,'' a course led by physician Carolyn Goode, that's
designed to teach participants
proper diet and exercise techniques. Classes arc weekly.
At the Student Healih Center
Pharmacy, students can get presc ribed medicatio n- free of
charge. Prescriptions by non-University physicians can be filled by
the pharmacy. But if the pharma-

A Guide to Student Health
For many college students, the
adjustment from summer vacat ion
to campus life can take a heavy toll
on one·s body. But for students
interested in maintaining or gaining good health during the academic school year, Dr. Lynette
Mundey, of the University Health
Center, offers the foUowing tips:

• NUTRITION
Eat three healthy meals a
day that are low in fat and salt.
Reduce refined sugar intake.

•EXERCISE

t.

cy does not have the item in stock, observations."
.
an order will be placed and a fee
Some students said that long
will be added.
waiting periods ignites most of
McLain G. Garrett. Jr., the their complaints about the center.
director of the Health Center. said "I once had to wait three hours
he is aiming to improve the Cen- before they even called me," said
ter's imag~ and relationship with junior international business
students.
major Avra Lewis.
"We're tryi ng to change the
The center will soon move
image here:• Garrett said, urging from its 8,000-sq. fL location to
students to tell the Health Center a 19,300-sq. ft. space in the curwhat improvements it shou ld rent bookstore, in the Tubman
make to bolster the services it Quadrangle, which will move to
provides.
the building that once housed the
Echoing Garrett's desire to Howard University Hotel. T he
receive greater student feedback new facility wi ll have a student
to make the Health Center more health advisory council room and
efficient, Cornelia A. Harris. the . computer rooms, officials said.
center's admini strative assistant.
The Health Center is open
who is the person receiving stu- from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
dent ·s complaints and sugges- through Friday, and can be
tions, said that "it is easier when reached via the Inte rnet at:
one is looking from the outside http:/1138.238. /07. 150/health.
looking in and can sec what
changes need 10 take place. But
when one is in the inside, it is
more difficult to make those

Exercise often, it boosts
energy and reduces stress.

• BIKE and BLADE SA FETY
Use helmett and knee pads
when roller blading and bicycling.

Stressing lhe importance of
being respOn$ible when engaging
in se.~ual activity, Mundey said that
"if you chose not to abstain, use
condoms and contraceptive foam to
prevent pregna11cy and Sexually
11-ansmitted Diseases.'·

• SKIN PROTECTION
Use sunscreen with SPF30 on your face. and SPF- l S on
your body throughout the year.

•DRINKWATER
Drink plenty of water. 8 sixounce glasses of water a day is
sufficem.

Mundey also urged students
to refrain from developing smoking, alcohol or drug habits. "I plead
with students not to develop any
habits and get rid of those you
have." she said.

--ERICKA WORTHAM

TO ALL RECOGNIZED
STUDENT
ORGANIZATIONS

-. ·,

i\ ::.

:t; . UG -i\·BACK TO S

s'PiRI11:9f~ As 111 Nc; To N

Pier 4, 6th.:&•·W!_t~~ ')rreets, S. \\'. ·
Friday, August 2~ 19 s•.J
Tickets Sold at Gra1nt~1
1

ni,;. ;

1

Auditoritun are
Students $20.00 General
Ad n1ission $25.00

•.

1

at I 0:30 and 11 :00 pm
Board at 11:30 pm
End at 2:00 um

Ticket prices will rise the day of the event!
Visit us at: http://www.howard.edu/studentactivitiespages/ugsa.htm

All requests for organizational funding during the
1998-99 school year should be fore warded to
HUSA by September 15 ! Budget requests should
be picked up at the HUSA office in the Blackburn
Center Suite 102 between the hours of 9am - 5pm.
All questions should be directed to Yvette Camell
at 6/4134.
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If y~u can't·get it when you want rt, what good 1$ it?

,

Email. While there's no chance you'll ever run out of it, there are times when you need
it butjust can't get to it. Unless, li~e 20 million other email users, you have Hotmail.
Hotmail is a free service that lets you get your email from any computer with web qccess.
So you can always reach it when you need it.
ii

Sign up for your free email account at www.~otmail.com .

•

hotmail.
Microsoft
from

\
U -

G

s

A

·
U

:
A

-

- UGSA - UGSA - UGSA U

UG&A

T he Under graduate Student Asse mbly
welcomes ALL STUDENT S for the 1998-1999
school year. Thank you for making our first
program-The Block Party- a great success.
Please continue to participate a nd enjoy future
programs that will be sponsored by us.

u
G
A
~

u
G

•
A

-

u

s

A

•

Communications Pagent
Auditions
u
Tues. Sept. 1,1998 @6p
s
Screening
Room
West
u
! Applications are available Now!
-u In the Student Council Office
Rm. Cl22
s
• I
or call 806-9080
U

:

A

G

T he 1998-1 999 Executive Staff

s

A

Coor d inator
Vice-Coordinator
Financial Advisor
Progr ams Director
Pu blic Relations Dir ector
G r ievance Directo r

Jon elle Lewis
C harlice Noble
RoderickThompson
C ha nning Hawkins
Kendra S heppard
R udyar d H illia rd

G I

G

a

Your·help is greatly needed. Open
A
A
positions include A dministrative Assistant,
• P ublic Ser vice Director, Historian, and
~ Volunteer Coordinator. Volunteers are
~
a Welcome! Sign up in Blackburn Rm. 108-110. s
A

-

u
ft

***********
1998 School of

G

A
http://www.howard.edu/studentactivitiespagcs/ugsa.htm
•• -

•• -

-

-

-

•• -

-

-

-

··-- -

-

··- -

--

,

*****·******
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Introducing the Chevy Chase
Student Banking Package.
Everything a college student needs to make life on campus a little less stressful:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Branch near campus at
210 Michigan Avenue, NE ·

Checking with no minimum balance
700 FREE Chevy Chase ATMs
Opportunity to establish credit
Free Chevy Chase Check Card
Overdraft protection
Chevy Chase Home Banking

For more information on the Student Banking Package, call
1-800-987-BANK.

CHEVY CHASE. BANK
www.chevychasebank.com
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SP ARE YOURSELF FROM ON.E M ORE OF
YOUR FATHER "S "'VA LUE OF A DOLLAR .. SPEEC HES.
An important lesson in college is learning how to l ook y ou r best without
spending a lot of money. And classes are held daily at T.J.Maxx.

Ti•fflCJ>,X..
SEEWHAT'SNEWTHISWEEK

Store nearest campus: In Alexandria at Rose H,11 Shopping Center, Franconia Rd. & Rose Hill Rd. or call 1-800-2TJ-MAXX.

,.\ ·I --r1•:'.' ·r1<>'.' . ,1 .t · ,1'.' 1, , .. .\ , 111 ., ·.
'-~ 1: ti I I•: '.' l ) S
·r1~ .\ \ 'l ·: I . '-~ 1.( )1)(;1'.'(;
I~ 1: c >H \I .\ ·1· 1<>~

HOTEL

WASHINGTON PLAZA

(800) 424-1140

RSVP CO DE: 7237

GRAND HYATT

(80 0) 233-1234

RSVP CODE: Howard University
Homecoming

HOLIDAY INN-Silver Spring (800) Holiday

'

RSVP CODE: Howard University
Homecoming

CAR RENTAL

BUDGET
HERTZ
ENTERPRISE

(800) 358-2335
RSVP CODE: V350721
(800) 654-2240
RSVP CODE: 49080
(800) Rent-a-Car RSVP CODE: W10923

AIRLINE

CONTINENTAL
TWA

(800) 468-7022
(800) 325-4933

RSVP CODE: NWRMY5
RSVP CODE: V16497 ·

•.

For more info: Homecoming 1998, Blackburn Ctr. Ste. 116, (202) 806-4510 (v), (202) 806-5427 (t)

All HILLTOPICS are due,
paid in full , the Moday
before publication.
Announcements by campus organizations for
meetings, seminars or
non-profit are charged as
indiviuals. lndiviuals
advertising for the purpose
of announcing a service,
buying or seliing are
charged $5 for the first 20
words and $1 for every
additional five words.Local
companies are charged
$1 O for the first 20 words
and $2 for every five
words thereafter. Personal
ads are $2 for the first 1o
words and a $1 for every
additional five words.
Come cruise with
UGSA at our Back to
School Midnight
Cruise tonight at 11:30
p.m

.-·-------..-------

When is the next Down
South Boys Production
Party?

------------------What's going on tonight?
The UGSA Back to
School Midnight Cruise
Need a ride? The shuttle leaves from 4th and
Bryant @10:30 and
11 :00 p.m. I

Got Your Ticket?
The UGSA Back to
School Midnight
Cruise Is tonight.
Tickets are now $20 for
students and $25 for
general admission.
Board at 11:30p.m.l

---------------The Undergraduate

Student Assembly wel•
comes you to the 19981999 school year.
Creativity at work
Heyl Check out
UGSA's homepage
www.howard.edu/
Student Activities
Pages /ugsa.htm

The Hilltop

Friday, August 28, 1998

812

@

Volunteers are needed
for the upcoming event
World Fest 98'. Please
contact Channing
Hawkins @ 806.4143
or stop by Blackburn
Room 108/110
Special Events Cashiers
& Assistants
Friends of the National
Zoo
Join the FONZ team for
PT special events cashier positions at the zoo.
Must be able to work 8hr
shifts on Sept. 18-20 &
Sept.25-27. Near

Metro, free parking, generous merchandising discounts. Apply Mon-Fri
10a.m.-4 p.m. at Lower
End of National Zoo Park.
Contact 202.673.4639 or
FAX 202.673.0289. EOE
M/F/DN
Are you interested in serving the community? Join
the National Council of
Negro Women for General
Body Meeting Tuesday
Sept. 1, 1998 6
;30 p.m., Bethune Annex
Seminar Rm. For more
info call 202.265.0320

----------------------------

Howard University
Hospital needs HU students to do volunteer work
in the Dept, of Pediatrics &
Child Health For more info
contact Lori Keenan
202.865.4443
MAKE YOUR OWN
HOURS
Sell Kodak Spring Break
99' Trips
HIGHEST COMMISSIONLOWEST PRICES
Travel Free including
food, Drink &non-stop
Parties

--------------------------

meeting TODAY 6p.m. -Channel 32-WHUT-fV,
(Studio D)
Spring Break99' - Sell
Trips, Earn Cash & Go
Free!!! STS is now
Hiring Campus reps.
Lowest rates to Jamaica,
Mexico, & Florida. Call
800.648.4849 or apply
online at
www.ststravel.com

-----------------------------FOR SALE

-----------------------------

FURNITURE· Retail of
used hotel furniture.
Beds, Sofas, Sleeper
Sofas, Dressers,
Lamps, Tables, Mirrors
at unbeliviably low
prices! Visit our showroom at 8001 Newell
Street, Silver Spring, MD
301.587.7902
Greek Stepshow Tapes
PRO-IMAGES
We buy/sell stepshow
tapes from all over the

us

Visit us at
www.stepshow.com or
call 800.478.2280
Aric@pro-images.com

·--------------

FREE RECHARGABLE
PHONE CARDS
Only 19cents/ minuets
nationwide!! Great international rates!! Send
SASE. Steven Whitehurst,
P.O. Box 1094 Dept. HT
Dolton, IL 60419

Looking for student who
needs romm and board
in exchange to help an 8
year old 4th grader with
homwork . Driver's liscence needed. Car preferred. Call Liz
202.723.3881

National conservation
organization seeks highly
qualified professional to
manage it's field and
national programs. 1O+
years leadership in nonprofit advocacy, organization management, and
program related fundraising desired. Demostrated
ability to motivate and
mange a diverse staff of
25-30 within a team structure is critical. Advanced
degrees in law, policy or
management desired, but
not required. Send
resume' and interest statement to RTC/Human
Resources, 1100 17st.,
NW, Washington, DC
20036. EOC

Wanna Be A Model?
Try out Homecoming
Fashion Show
September 8, 1998
7p.m. Cramptom
Auditorium Entrant
Fee:$3.00
Women wear 3 inch
heels/ Men wear hard
sole shoes

Student Rep - AT&T
Authorized Agent needs
20 students now! No exp,
will train. $100$300/week. PT/FT
800.592.2121 Ex724

Nik Earns ward 1 city
council volunteer mtg.
Blackburn Rm. 148
Sept.9
6:00p.m.

Model Call
Homecoming Fashion
Show
9/8/98 7p.m. Crampton
Auditorium
Entrant Fee:$3
Rumbles Of Swollen
Seas
Help Wanted

Are you interested in television? SPOTLIGHT interest

,

PERSONALS
WASSUP LIL'
WOOODIES
THE BOOT IS FULLY
REPRESENTED THIS
YEAR!!

AUDITIONS FOR HOWARD
HOMECOMING FASHION
SHOW

'98

------------------·------Hey D-town freshman!
From Tabasco!!

THE HILLTOP
is hiring staff writers,
freela nce writers, freelance photographers, a
copy editor. For more
information, call 202806·6866.
FOR RENT
Stroll to campus! 4 Br, 2
1/2 bath two story
charming apartment in
LeDroit with CAC, carpeting, W/D $1600/
month without utilites.
Deposit references
required. 202.726.3777
SilverSpring- Resp N/S
2Share 2BR, 1.5 Bath,
W/D N great neighborhood on busline $415 +
1/2 utilites 301.871.4106
Roonmate needed
Howard graduate is
looking for a responsible
and mature roomate to
share a very large two
bedroom with balcony
for only $285 per month
in a very nice area near
Pri nce Georges Plaza.
Utilities included. Close
to metro Call Wayne
ASAp at 301.853.1821

Sept. 8
WHERE: Cramton
T IME: 6 p.m.
WHEN :

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL
THE HOMECOMING OFFICE AT

806-4510
Join tfie g{fitions Largest
'BCacl( Co[!egiate :N!,wspaper.
'Ifie 9-[i[{'Iop
""- :N!,eas Staff am£ ![ree[ance .._
'Writers,

.

I

Come 'Iogetlier...'1Vorl(
'Iogetfier..Stay 'Iogefier

House to share: Near
Howard University
Beautifully renovated
Victorian House. Clean,
Beautifully. Clean,
Bright, Professionla
Atmosphere. $300-$380/
month.
Call202.387.6455
Graduate male preferred. Furnished room
for rent in 3 bedroom,
2 bath drug-free rowhouse in le -droit with
two guys over 35.
Deposit, credit check.
Not a party household.
$315/month includesa
utlilities. 202.797.7814.
Smokers not welcome!!!

The Brothers of The
Gentlemen Of Drew Social
Club Welcome All Men
From The Class Of 2002.
We Look Forward to an
Exciting Year of Programs
and Brotherhood.

